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Angus McEwan, Worn Out, watercolour, 
100x79cm (see also page 84)
www.angusmcewan.com 

“Don’t think about making art: just get it done. 
Let everyone else decide if it’s good or bad, 
whether they love it or hate it. While they are
deciding, make even more art” – Andy Warhol
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Welcome to Discover Art, which is
filled with inspiration and
information for artists, whether

you have been painting and drawing for 20
years or 20 minutes. Whichever medium you
use, whatever your subject of choice, there is
something here for you. 
This issue features articles written by artists

working across a range of media – oils, acrylic,
watercolour, coloured pencils, digital – to throw
light on their inspirations and approaches, and
describe their working methods. Each artist
reveals some of the ideas behind their practice by
focusing on a single work, offering insights that
can inspire us all. Rather than showing you how to
paint and draw the way they do, their aim is to
help you unlock your creativity and discover your
own way of working, and make works of art that
are distinctively yours. 
These pages also include profiles of leading

artists, such as BP Portrait Award winner Susanne
du Toit, and explore what it is like 
when everyone in your family is an artist. Finding
space to paint can be a problem: a selection of
artists describe how they have solved this problem
in a variety of enviable studios and workspaces.
Making art can be a lonely occupation – that is

one of its attractions, for many – but that isn’t
how it has to be. Leading art blogger Katherine
Tyrrell offers an overview of the ways different
social media can be used to connect with other
artists and to get your work seen, and we suggest
other ways of meeting other artists through art
societies, sketchcrawls and creative gatherings
to make drawing and painting the most sociable
of activities. 
From time to time through the history of art,

advances in technology have led to the dawn of
new creative media, and Discover Art embraces
and welcomes the arrival of digital art.
Smartphones and tablets are so much a part of our
lives that turning to them to make art is a natural
response. Susan Murtaugh reveals how she works,
and Tim Vyner explains how he has used an iPad
to cover sporting events for a national newspaper. 
Add to that a glimpse into the sketchbooks of

artists and the chance to win a fantastic five-day
painting holiday in Cornwall and art materials in
the GreatArt Postcard Challenge. 
We hope you enjoy Discover Art. �

Sketch Your World by James Hobbs is published 
by Apple Press (UK) and North Light (US) in
January 2014
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remember a conversation with him about things
becoming extinct, and it so horrified me that I
started painting flowers. His encouragement of
my childhood efforts set me off on a path to study
painting and the pursuit of what is eternal. 
I work with pastels and watercolours because

they offer a fast result, are more suited to taking
out into the landscape, and are convenient to set
up and put away when used in a domestic
situation. Pastels tend to have a more defined
line and this lends itself to greater definition in
the drawing element of a work, but you can get a
broad plane with the sweep of a tissue and they
carry colour so you are, in effect, painting as well.
Watercolour is, of course, more fluid but it can be
used as a fine line with the tip of a brush, as well

The act of painting is in many ways as
much a mystery to me as it might be to
someone who doesn’t paint. I find that

successful work springs out of concentration
where there is a circuit from the eye through
the brain to the hand and back again, and that
feels easier to achieve when I am alone. On the
other hand, I have found my levels of concen-
tration can actually be helped by distractions.
For instance, when I paint in busy places, the
noise and confusion around me can call for an
even greater level of concentration, which can
bring its own success. 
I was brought up in the British Cameroons

(now the Republic of Cameroon) in West Africa
where my father researched tropical diseases. I

Lucy Duke,
Matilda,
2013,
watercolour
on paper,
46x51cm

Spontaneity and colour lie at the heart of the watercolour
and pastel paintings of Lucy Duke 

Colour visions
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as planes of colour formed by
flat washes, leaving the white
of the paper coming through to
create a wonderful play of light. 
Maybe because of the

ephemeral nature of what I
look to paint, my work remains
quite spontaneous. I try to cut
through my safe, habitual
patterns of thought and action
to let the flow of the painting
lead me where it will. My work
is firmly grounded in the act of
a constant relooking.

Where I work
I have a studio where I live, but
it is used more as a storage
space as even with still-lifes I
prefer to catch them in natural
situations and lighting. Setting
a scene up feels a little
artificial, although I do it occa-
sionally. This can mean I
radically change a morning’s
work as the light shifts in the
afternoon, or I may even start a
different piece later in the day.
The kitchen table often has
masking tape stickers stuck
over it to mark the exact
position of objects for reposi-
tioning the next day. My studio
is a place to view and edit, and
where I decide if a painting is
working or not, and whether to
frame it. 
I work on location with the

landscape paintings, even if
making a large work presents
practical problems. For
instance, if it is windy this
means tying my drawing board
to a bench or chair. Foamboard
is excellent for this as it is light
to carry and one can easily
make holes in it to thread
string through to tie it down. I
like to be able to reach any part
of a drawing or painting at any
one time so the largest I do
tends to be within my reach it,
so helps that I am tall.

Large works
It is physically challenging to
make large works with water-
colours and pastels and there is
no knowing whether it will be
successful or not. A small work
can take just as long to
complete, especially as I often
make more than one attempt
on the same subject. 
The watercolour Hocus Pocus

Crocus, for instance, measures
68cm by 72cm, and has been
assembled from several sheets
of different paper because the
subject called for a larger scale.
It was painted in a friend‘s
London allotment, where there
is a wonderful sense of freedom
that I connect with. The subject
of a tiny crocus stretching forth
and the similar spreading reach
of a pear tree called for a paper
size that would hold the
comparison of scale and make
sense of the space between the
subjects. I had walked to the site

with only small sheets of paper,
imagining they would be all I
needed that day. Putting them
together in this way was the
only immediate and practical
solution. I found afterwards it
worked because using several
sheets created an interesting
window effect that heightened
the sense of space while
emphasising the surface of the
image by the collage effect. 
It happened again with the

giant pastel Mighty Spring as
the dimensions of the largest
paper I had were too small and
I had to put an insert in. This is

Lucy Duke,
Hocus Pocus
Crocus,
2013,
watercolour
on paper,
68x72cm   

“Colour attracts me
first and foremost,
and can lead
directly to the heart”
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a process I use not as artifice
but a necessity. I was working
outside, looking at my tiny
garden. It was under the full
life force of the arrival of
spring, so the drawing needed
to be large to create and
encompass this feeling. 
The height of the paper was

good and manageable but the
width did not stretch far
enough or feel right, so I tore it

down the middle and slipped
another sheet behind them. 

Colour
My palette encompasses a wide
range of colours. I know I will
run out of cobalt blue, lemon
yellow and titanium white first
so I am careful to have spares of
those available. The colours in
the paintings of Odilon Redon
and Marc Chagall make me
miss a heartbeat, and Turner’s
watercolour sketches are gems.
Giorgio Morandi’s still-lifes
have brought tears to my
eyes. Colour has always been
important to me because as it
attracts me first and foremost,
and can lead directly to the
heart. Making it work for you in
your own work, however, is
another matter. 
When I begin to paint there

is, in the back of my mind, an
idea or intention that I am
aiming for. Usually this is what
is most engaging or poignant in
the scene I am looking at, but
this is only a starting point.
After this, more importantly, I
try to find a connection with
the subject matter so the

Lucy Duke, Mighty Spring, 2013, 
pastel on paper, 91x178cm
An extra sheet of paper was inserted into 
the central section of this giant pastel work 
of my back garden blossoming with the 
arrival of spring

Lucy Duke, Peace in the Afternoon, 2013,
oil pastel on paper, 55x64cm

�16
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Focus on: Lucy Duke’s
Bervinjaan

“Bervinjaan means aubergine in Arabic — which I have
painted in this still-life with plums and wild flowers 
in bowls and vases.”

Watercolour on paper, 29x43cm

The pink flower on the design of the bowl is
painted in one action. I try not to go into

too much detail as this can mean I get stuck
in one small part of a painting. I keep my

eye on the whole surface of the
composition to keep a unity and not focus

on a wonderfully painted part that does
not relate to the whole. 

I started by drawing directly with the
brush using French ultramarine to make

the two major semicircles of the bowl
holding victoria plums and two

aubergines. The defining base line of the
bowl was painted several times in

different colours to create a broad line
that gives a sense of weight and suggests

a shadow beneath. 
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Veils of paint can occur
because I am correcting my
drawing to find the position
of things. In a way, they are
mistakes but I accept them
because they become part
of the surface to help create
the painting‘s space. An
example of this is visible in
the space at the top where a
faint triangle in a darker
tone shows where I first
placed the bowl on the right
hand side. 

I am happy to leave areas
with little action like the
lower left hand corner; it

gives the eye a rest and
carries you back to where

the action is, in this case the
sharp flecks of paint

defining the blue
cornflowers and yellow

daisies. 

I found the colour of the aubergines by
using a French ultramarine outline, then a
strong purple, Winsor violet (dioxazine),
and a little overlay of red permanent
magenta. Its sheen has been painted by
laying a little water on the paper and lifting
it off with a brush so the whiteness of the
paper comes through. I also used a fine line
of almost neat titanium white over the
outline as a highlight.
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painting finds its own 
spirit and freedom. For me,
painting is not about capturing
a likeness — it is about a 
reality so the marks work 
for themselves in as much 
they portray the object. I enjoy
the abstract qualities in the
media I use. What you are
looking at may depict a tree
but, just as importantly, it is a
splash of paint or a scratch of
pastel on paper.
I never really know when a

painting is finished. It is when I
can’t go any further, or when it
lights up enough for me to stop.
This is what makes the editing
process of value, because your
ego may tell you it is amazing
when it‘s not, or, conversely, a
painting may succeed when
you think it hasn’t. 

Competitions
I have had my work accepted
into a variety of juried
exhibitions, including the 

Pastel Society and the Royal
Watercolour Society. Being
successful in getting work into
such competitions is helpful to
maintain some status with the
public if, like me, you are not
represented by a commercial
gallery. I look at each
competition‘s selection criteria
and try to enter what I have
and think that may fit the bill.
My advice for anyone entering
a juried exhibition is to prepare
yourself for rejection — but 

Lucy Duke,
Morecambe
Bay, 2004,
watercolour
on paper,
34x50cm

My favourite brushes
Chinese brushes are my favourite, because
they are inexpensive and they fill beautifully
so you can get a good wash of colour or a fine
point with the same brush. I also love sable
brushes in as large a size I can afford. I am
currently using a round pointed sable 8 and a
squirrel mop head no.8, but if things go wildly
wrong I will flood the paper with water and
dab it quickly with an absorbent rag. This is
never great, but worth a try.

Biography
Lucy Duke studied fine art at
Camberwell School of Art, London.
She has exhibited with the Royal
Watercolour Society, 
the Pastel Society and 
the Threadneedle Prize, and had solo
shows in Switzerland, France and the
UK. She lives and works near Brixton,
London. See more of her work at
www.lucyduke.com
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even then it hurts. It is a bit of 
a lottery. 
What advice would I give to

artists starting out? I don’t think
anybody ever told me
that painting is often quite
painful — it can be a little like

meditation. You are stripping
yourself of what you are not, and
looking to find the clearing that
is true and that hopefully will
resonate with others. For me, it
is about reaching something by a
letting-go process that can only

come in the present moment.
However, it wouldn’t have put
me off if they warned me of
this. I have always liked doing
things my own way and if that
means the hard way, how else

will you do it?�

Mijello Watercolour
Mijello are renowned for
using new technologies and
concepts to advance in the
business of paint making.
They select the finest and
most lightfast pigments from
around the world, in order to
reproduce vibrant colours as
they appear in nature. They are also the first watercolour
paints in the world to be produced without silicium dioxide,
the hardening agent that gives traditional watercolour
pigments their grainy look. This allows for better colour
application, and helps make Mijello watercolour paints even
more remarkably intense and brilliant.

To further improve the properties of their paints, classical
music is played for the water during the mixing and dispersion
process as the unique sound wave patterns stimulate the
water and paint molecules and enhance their complexity and
beauty. And once the initial production is complete they allow
the colours to mature in traditional Korean pots that create
natural germanium and help ensure the best quality paint.

There are 89 colours available in a range of 15 ml tubes at
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Winsor & Newton 
Artists’ Watercolour
This popular range has a
wide and balanced spectrum
of 96 colours created from just 87 pigments,
all of which have been selected and created so
that artists will have the largest choice and
can develop a unique palette that best suits
their work. The process begins by expertly
selecting the pigments and binders from the
very best raw materials from worldwide
sources and approximately 25% of supplies
received are rejected because they do not
meet the experts’ high standards! Once the
ingredients are selected there are 1400
different stages of production from mixing to
milling before the highly concentrated Artists’
colours are ready for packing and sale. This
meticulous manufacture process guarantees
brilliant colours for a range that is loved by
thousands of artists worldwide.

Winsor & Newton Artists’ Watercolours are
available in pans, tubes and a variety of sets at
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Lucy Duke,
Blackfriars
Bridge,
2011,
watercolour
on paper,
20x36cm
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Whether you are a professional artist
or just beginning, the
management of your budget will

always be important to you. To help make this
easier, GreatArt has created the I Love Art
brand, providing a range of essential art
supplies at affordable prices for all artists. 
The brand offers the best quality art supplies,

at the best value, with an unconditional price
match that guarantees the lowest price for your
art supplies throughout the UK. This brand is
truly about ‘art for all’.
Since its launch in 2012, starting with a range

of more than 500 products, the brand has grown
to include supplies that will help fulfil the needs
of oil, acrylic and watercolour painters,
sculptors, designers and sketch artists both in the
studio and on the move. The products have been
tried and tested by artists at an organised studio
day and by GreatArt customers, with positive
feedback that reveals that it is finally possible to
purchase quality materials at a very low price.

Oil painting 
The selected 36 shades of I Love Art oil colour
have been prepared using a traditional recipe to
achieve an intense creamy texture. It is suited to
students and beginners who are just getting
started with oil painting but also professionals
looking for high value when painting large areas,
with 200ml tubes at just £4.95. 
I Love Art canvases are stretched with 100%

cotton and are available in a standard format
from £1.25 or 3D format with a deep profile from
£4.45. If you prefer stretching your own
canvases, a roll of I Love Art Unprimed Cotton
canvas can be purchased for just £39.95.
Impasto enthusiasts also enjoyed applying the

oil colours with the I Love Art palette knives,
available in a handy set of five different shapes
which proved “very flexible, with good shapes
and sizes”.

Sketching and Graphic Design
The I Love Art drawing papers and pads, light
sketchbooks and Bristol boards all provide
fantastic options for paper, the most essential
sketch artist staple. “It’s essential that I use
quality products, while balancing that with cost.
I Love Art Bristol board is not only great value,
but its super fine surface makes it perfect for

Art materials to love
Read what other artists say about GreatArt’s I Love Art product range

Oils and canvases: “The pigment was
excellent and covered well. When laid on thinly
it also left good definition of brushwork and
mixed and blended well on the canvas surface.
The canvas itself had a good quality weave and
properly shaped stretchers.” – Allan Davies

Papers, pads
and boards
from £2.45
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doing detailed drawings. It can
take plenty of erasing and
blending of graphite. I also
found it was perfect for using
with pens to do Manga style
drawings. Bristol board can be
very expensive and if you’re on
a budget this is the perfect
solution.”

Watercolour
You can try the I Love Art
Watercolour papers for yourself
in the guise of a free I Love Art
postcard pad included with this
publication. Made with 100%

cellulose it is ideal for your
watercolours, but also suitable
for acrylic, ink, gouache and dry
media. 
If you like the pad, you’ll 

love the range of watercolour
brushes including round,
synthetic squirrel detail 
brushes, which are also 
suitable for acrylic, and 
goat hair wash brushes with
excellent flexibility starting 
at just 95p. 
I Love Art Watercolour Paper

is available in packs of 10 sheets
and 12 sheet pads.

Acrylic
Acrylic is popular and
appreciated by many artists and
the I Love Art range offers 24
intense shades, from just £1.75
for a 120ml tube. The paints can
be thinned with water for
washes and glazes or used
straight from the tube. Combine
these paints with the I Love Art
canvas boards and synthetic
acrylic or mongoose hair
brushes, and you get a pleasant
painting experience made even
better by its high value! With
acrylic starting at £1.75, brushes
from 95p and boards from 45p,
acrylic painting has never been
so accessible.

Easels and Storage
The I Love Art range also offers
simple but effective solutions
for easels, workstations and
painting boxes. The Artists’
Table Top Easel is particularly
popular with its easy
adjustment, wide support shelf
of 42cm and price of just £13.95.
Also available are sturdy studio
easels and portable box or tripod
easels in wood or metal. They
are ideal for working outdoors
or taking on painting holidays,
and with a maximum price of
£49.95 for a Varnished Beech
Wood Box Easel.
You will find even more

products and the entire range
from I Love Art available at
www.ilove-art.co.uk,
including this stylish, 3 pocket
apron, available for £4.95, to
protect you while you work!�

Watercolour
brushes:
“Fine
synthetic
brushes for
fine detail,
will be
buying
more!” 
– Alan
Johnson

Acrylics: “The blending is excellent and the pigment concen-
tration, elasticity and adhesion are also very good. Excellent
value for money, I will certainly buy again! The brushes are
also very good, elastic and they keep firm” – Joseph Grimaloli

Painting and storage boxes
starting at £9.95
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The Gerstaecker drawing paper range
includes five different quality supports
to satisfy all dry media and

watercolour techniques with one unique
price for all variations. So whether you select
an A4 pad for your watercolours or a pack of
50x65cm sheets for pastel and charcoal, you
will always pay the same price. This makes it
easy to select the paper you need and manage
your budget at the same time.
Each paper from the range is PH neutral, acid

free and made without optical brighteners. Their
economical price structure makes them an ideal
choice for schools and art courses. You’ll find
more information about each variation below to
help you decide which paper suits you best.

No 1: Sketching
The sketching paper is 90gsm with a smooth
surface which lends itself very well to drawings
with pencil. This paper is very useful for
capturing quick studies outdoors or during life
drawing classes. 
The pads are spiral bound and available in the

following formats: A4 – 200 sheets; A3 – 120
sheets; A2 – 60 sheets. 50x65cm sheets are
available in a pack of 50.

No 2: Drawing
This paper is recommended for more in-depth
drawings due to its heavier weight of 125gsm
and pleasing, fine grain, tooth surface. It will
produce wonderful effects with pencil and can

also be used for pastels and other dry media. 
No 2 pads have a taped binding and are

available in the following formats: A4 – 200
sheets; A3 – 100 sheets; A2 – 50 sheets. 50x65cm
sheets are available in a pack of 40.

No 3: Watercolour
This paper is ideal for outdoor studies in
watercolour or ink. The weight of the paper is a
medium 200gsm with a NOT, off-white surface.
It is also surface sized and mould made.  
The pads are taped along the top edge and

available in the following formats: 24x32cm –
100 sheets; 30x40cm – 65 sheets; 36x48cm – 
45 sheets. 50x65cm sheets are available in a 
pack of 25.

No 4: Kraft
The No 4 paper has a distinctly different
appearance from the rest of the range which is
similar to Ingres papers. The surface texture
produces interesting results with dry media
such as charcoal, pastel, pencil and chalk. The
weight is lighter at 90gsm and the paper is made
with long, natural pulp fibres. 
The pads are tape bound at the top and

available in the following formats with an
additional size available in the sheet packs: A4 –
200 sheets; A3 – 120 sheets; A2 – 60 sheets.
50x70cm sheets are available in a pack of 50.
70x100cm sheets are available in a pack of 25.

No 5: Recycled
The No. 5 paper is 100% recycled and perfect for
artists who are watching their carbon footprint.
The result is a very versatile paper with a weight
of 160gsm, and its strong, natural white surface
is achieved without chlorine treatment. This
paper is ideal for dry media but can also take
light watercolour and pen or ink drawings. 
The pads are tape bound at the top and

available in the following formats: A4 – 150
sheets; A3 – 75 sheets; A2 – 40 sheets. 50x65cm
sheets are available in a pack of 30. �

This paper range can be found exclusively at
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

Paper: read all about it
GreatArt recommends the Gerstaecker Drawing Paper Range
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With I LOVE ART you finally have the guarantee
of buying your art supplies at the lowest price.

Art for All
No matter what your favourite technique is or whether 

you are a professional artist, an intermediate artist 

or a beginner, the management of your budget is 

important to you. I LOVE ART offers an innovative 

and clear answer to your needs.

I LOVE ART offers an unbeatable price match 

guarantee and an online daily price update 

guaranteeing to be, without any conditions, the lowest 

price in the United Kingdom throughout the year.

The best price guaranteed
The prices advertised for the I LOVE ART art supplies 

are maximum prices. To offer you the best price, our 

prices will be updated online on a daily basis. No 

matter what price you find elsewhere, we guarantee 

you will pay less for your art supplies. To see the 

current prices, please visit www.ilove-art.co.uk.

www.ilove-art.co.uk

I LOVE ART is available at                             -   www.ilove-art.co.uk  GreatArt
Price&Choice
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Gallery: architecture
A close-up look at paintings and drawings by artists exploring
architecture and cityscapes

Alexandra Blum spent three years drawing the
transformation taking place at a construction
site at Dalston Square, east London, as an artist
in residence, and later from within a home on
the 17th floor of one of the completed flats.
Perception, the interplay between rigorous
observation and intuition, negative space and
the links between vast urban spaces and
dramatic natural spaces are central to the
exploration into colour she has undertaken as a
development of her drawings in Dalston. 
www.alexblum.co.uk

Alexandra Blum, 15.4.11 –
17th floor, the Collins’ Flat,
2011, charcoal on paper,
59x84cm

“[The American painter] Wayne Thiebaud’s
city paintings of San Francisco Bay Area are
stunners and blew me away the first time I
looked at them,” William Yu says. “They

are a powerful reminder for me of how far I
need to go yet. I had just finished looking at
Thiebaud’s cityscapes and I wanted a little

note to remind me of how he saw the
world. I think this took about six hours.”

www.williamyu.com

William Yu, Cityscape Thiebaud,
ink and watercolour in Moleskine

sketchbook, 28x22cm
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Naomi Strauss has photographed and
drawn a number of blocks of flats like
this one in east London. “There are
many layers of detail that lead the eye
through as well as across the image, and
each layer says something about the
individual characteristics and rituals of
the inhabitants. I like the tension
between the predictable regularity of
the architectural whole and the impact
the expression of personal tastes and
lifestyles has on the individual flats,
which combine to make it into a
beautiful, animated arrangement.”
www.naomistrauss.co.uk

Naomi Strauss, Incidental
Composition, ink and coloured
pencils on paper, 18x27cm

Deborah Batt, The House on the Corner,
acrylic and pen on canvas, 44x44cm

“My work embodies both the abstract and representational and
comes originally from the idea of community, the towns and

structures we build and the way we shape and neglect the natural
and urbanised landscape,” Deborah Batt says. “In my pictures

there is a melancholy, a trace of something already lost, and I try
to recapture that moment in time.”

www.deborahbatt.co.uk
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Founded as the Society
of Female Artists, this
society has held an

annual exhibition in London
since 1857. In the process it
has introduced many famous
names to the world of fine art,
and their works to leading art
galleries and public places.
Today the SWA is a unique

society in that its rich mix of oil
painters, watercolourists,
sculptors, printers and
ceramicists is able to showcase
one of the most diverse shows
in London today.
The society consists of

around 140 members and is
looking forward to welcoming
some new associates over the
next few years. They have been
able to exhibit very strong
work at their latest shows and
are excited about their
talented artists.
“We encourage young artists

and offer a reduced rate for
submissions together with
several special awards from our
sponsors - GreatArt has been
generous in donating a special
prize,” says Sue Jelley, the
president of the society.
“Our collaboration with

several charities has enabled
the SWA to contribute to many
worthy causes over the years
through gala evenings,
including the Create Charity,
which helps disadvantaged and
vulnerable members of society
through the arts.  This year the
high profile Breakthrough
Breast Cancer charity
supported the show with a
special gathering at the Mall

Gallery: The Society
of Women Artists

A showcase of art
by exhibitors at the

society devoted 
to women

Sue Jelley, Can-can

Rosa
Sepple, 
The 
Circus
Comes to
Town
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Anne
Herbert,
Majorelle
Gardens

Rebecca Fontaine-Wolf, Rox

Patsy
Whiting,
Rose and
Wrench

Galleries, London, at which
they presented to academics
and government departments
their plans following their
latest research.  
“We are always looking to

collaborate with individuals or
organisations for sponsorship
as we are not able to receive

any art funding.  We need to
nurture and encourage our
many talented artists, young
and old, members and non-
members, thus helping
preserve the integrity and
wellbeing of the visual arts for
the future, Jelley says.
Each year the society holds its

annual open exhibition at the
Mall Galleries and HRH
Princess Michael of Kent, the
society patron, opens the
private view and presents the
awards. For information about
2014 submission and exhibition
dates, see www.society-
women-artists.org.uk. �
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When art runs  in the
family What is it like when everyone in the family is 

an artist? Is it competition or co-operation? 
Meet the Scouller family

Glen Scouller and Carol Marsh met when they
were studying at Glasgow School of Art in the
1970s, and now their daughters Kim and Lara

are award-winning artists, too. Glen, who is widely
collected and a member of the Royal Scottish Society

of Painters in Watercolours, and Carol, a graphic
designer, live in Ayrshire, south of Glasgow. Their
daughters, after studying at Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art & Design, Dundee, both now have
studios, Kim in London, and Lara in Dundee. 

Glen
I met Carol at art college in the
early 1970s. She was a couple of
years behind me. I did a four-
year fine art course at Glasgow
School of Art – then a postgrad-
uate year and travelling
scholarship, so I ended up
spending five years there, and it
was the best time of my life. 

I didn’t want to go into
teaching but in those days there
weren’t too many avenues open
to people who left art school. I
taught for about 15 years but I
was always painting at night
and at weekends and just tried
to get on with the work. I was
able to give up teaching
altogether in 1988 when Kim

was aged eight and Lara was
about five. Stopping teaching
was a major step and I thought
long and hard about it. I had a
show in London at the Portland
Gallery and the Fine Art Society
in Glasgow and both went really
well. So I took the plunge and
gave it up and I haven’t really
looked back. 
I noticed Kim and Lara were

interested in art early on – they
were always drawing. It is not
something we pushed down
their throats. We just let them
get on with it. They have
certainly exceeded all my
expectations having done
extremely well in their short
careers. They have both won
quite a few major awards. Kim
has had work in the BP Portrait
Award and won the Aspect Prize
[for Scottish artists]. Lara has
won more than one art award
each year since she left art
school, recently winning the
young artist of the year award at
the Royal Pastel Society.
I don’t think there is a

competitive element between
them – they both get on excep-
tionally well together. They are
always texting each other and
picking each other’s brains
about different things. Don’t

Glen
Scouller,
Steeple and
Swallows,
Montfort
sur
Argens, oil
on canvas,
76x81cm
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get me wrong – times are
tough for young artists. The
fact that they are winning
awards doesn’t mean they are
living a life of luxury. They
both have jobs at framers to
pay the rent. Competition is
stiff, and there is less money
around at the moment.
www.glenscouller.com

Carol
I have always filled sketchbooks
with drawings and water-
colours. When Glen goes on his
painting trips, I generally work
away while he’s painting.
Sometimes I can’t because I
have graphic work on the go but
during the summer I generally
go with him. 
When I met Glen he was

studying fine art and I was
studying graphic design. Kim
was born about four years after
we married, and Lara three
years later. Competition was
never a problem between Glen
and I because I was pursuing
my graphic design career – but
even if I was painting full time I
don’t think it would have made
much difference to be honest.
We both support each other
from a work point of view. I
feel I get a lot of support from

Glen and it works both ways.
I stopped working for a while

when Kim was born, but not for
very long. I was working as a
graphic designer at the Burrell
Collection at that time, and
prior to that I worked at
Kelvingrove Art Gallery and
Museums. Working in my
sketchbooks continued
throughout this time, but now I
can devote more time to it since
the girls have flown the nest. 
Kim lives in London, so we

don’t see her so much, but Lara is
up and down a fair amount from
Dundee. Of course, we are very
proud of their achievements. 

I think it’s good for them that we
are artists too because we
understand what you have to go
through. It’s not an easy path to
follow and certainly not when
you’re young. We understand
how difficult it can be and we
often talk to them about it.
I haven’t shown my work in

galleries much, although I
recently sold a painting in an
exhibition at the Wade
Gallery in Elie, Fife, and that
was quite a boost. Everyone tells
me I should exhibit my work
more, and so I should.
www.carolscouller.com

Carol
Scouller,
Breakfast,
Puglia, pen
and water -
colour, 
28x38cm

Left: Glenn Scouller, Mid-day Shadows, La Basse Gaude, oil on canvas, 76x81cm
Right: Carol Scouller, Shady Hammock, Collioure, pen and water colour, 28x38cm

�28
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Kim
If people asked me what I wanted to do as a career
I’d always say I would like to be an artist. That
never changed. There was never any pressure to
do it, although it would have been hard to rebel
and become a scientist, or something. I enjoy
making art. It is part of my life, it’s not a job. My
dad has always over emphasised that it’s “not a
walk in the park”. You have to work really hard. 
I can remember painting in my dad’s studio

when I was about four, wearing one of his old
painting shirts. My sister and I always had access
to painting materials when we were growing up. It
was quite normal to go to the big cupboard with
lots of art materials. It was only when 
I was older that I realised 
that not everyone had those opportunities. 
I have painted portraits of my parents in the past

few years, but I have painted Lara most. At high
school I used her as my model for my final year
project. I persuaded her to dress up as a
ringmaster and she got to skive off some of her
classes. She wasn’t always a willing subject, and
she falls asleep quite easily. I have also sat for Lara
and the pictures are amazingly like me, which is a
bit scary. I have a very good relationship with Lara.
We’re kind of muses to each other. 
I don’t think there is a competitive element in

Kim Scouller, Shoreditch Man, 
2013, gouache on paper, 70x50cm

Kim Scouller, Ropstein Lady, Stockholm, oil
on panel, 15x12cm

Lara Scouller, Sir Roger the Elephant, 
2008, pastel on paper, 49x63cm
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Lara
Scouller,

Indian
Crested

Porcupine, 
2012, pastel

on paper,
49x61cm

the family. I might be slightly
envious of Lara winning a lot of
prizes. I say to her “not another
one”. What tends to happen is
that if one is doing better than
the other, the other tends to be
supportive. We all sympathise
with each other. Lara and I got
to know each other a lot better
when we were at art school
together. At that point we
became more like friends 
than sisters. 
Mum and Dad are quite

happy to give advice – not
always when you want it. 
I suppose it is quite unusual 
to have parents who do much
the same thing as oneself.
Friends whose parents aren’t
involved in art are probably
less critical than ours. You
generally get constructive
criticism – praise and then
criticism. Mum gives more
praise than Dad, and with Dad
you get a bit of both. If you’re

not happy with your work, it’s
good to get that feedback.
www.kimscouller.com

Lara
I have early memories from
when I was about seven years
old when we went on holiday to
France, and Dad would paint the
landscape, and I would be with
my mother and Kim sketching
at the campsite. I still have
drawings from then – there 
are lots of drawings from 
my imagination, but not of 
the campsite. 
I never had any doubt I

wanted to go to art college. I
went to same college as Kim in
Dundee – Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and
Design. I had been there to a
degree show a few years earlier
and I liked its emphasis on
painting and fine art, which is
the focus of my work. 
I went to Florence in 2006, my

final year, on a scholarship and
discovered the exotic animals
and taxidermy at La Specola, the
Museum of Zoology and Natural
History. It was very inspiring. It
was during that time that I was
able to develop my pastel
technique, which has become
the medium I now work in.
I would set up in the museum
with a big drawing board and
paper to draw the taxidermied
animals from life, and tried 
not to get in the way of 
other visitors. 
I speak to Kim a lot who gives

me support and guidance and I
try to do the same for her. We
are always trying to think of
artists the other one might like.
We are very supportive of each
other and not at all competitive.
We spur each other on.  
What’s the worst thing about

having a family full of artists?
We all have our own opinions. 
www.larascouller.com �
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There is a great big gap in my CV where,
having survived the whole art school
experience, I became bored with

painting and took a break for 12 years. It’s
hard to say why the creative flow sputtered
into life again, but when it did I wondered
how I had managed without it. The fashion at
college had been for feverish work on massive
canvases, but my circumstances in 2003 (a
small rented room in a friend’s house)
precluded that unless I wanted to pay for a
new carpet. Anyway, I could never embody

the cliché of the swaggering, paint-spattered
artist, attacking a wall with blasts of
inspiration. I remembered being an
industrious ten-year-old, drawing away at the
dining room table – still the most productive I
have ever been – and knew that to go forward
I would have to recapture some of that
attitude. A small computer desk became my
new studio. I found my abandoned paints, a
few brushes and an old sketchbook, empty
except for the first couple of pages, and
started again. 

Small scale – but epic
The postcard-sized oil paintings of Thomas Doran aim to
capture the epic within the marginalised and overlooked

Thomas Doran, Goal (Wall in Middlesex), oil on plywood, 13x15cm: Thomas Jones’s tiny
painting A Wall in Naples (see inset), 1782, had long been a favourite and I hoped to make a
21st-century homage. When this was finished I saw that there were so many compositional
similarities (the vertical yellow line echoes the dangling rope of linen in the original, for
instance), that this had to be my unconscious tribute.
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Thomas Doran, Toilet Pipes, oil on wood,
13x9cm: One of my most popular pictures, it
wasn’t the pipes as such that had engaged me
in this painting in a toilet, as the possibilities
of making a painting almost entirely out of
off-whites. 

I had moved to outer-west London and being a
keen cyclist, was quickly seduced by the sub-
rural strangeness glimpsed while pedalling out
to Heathrow and beyond; it had a mix of neglect
and renewal, with its run-down farms bordered
by motorways and mysterious airport construc-
tions piercing the skyline. I developed a broadly
anecdotal way of working, based on sketches and
photographs of places that interested me. The
idea of the epic within the marginalised and
inconsequential had always been attractive but I
was anxious not to convey it in an overblown
form, so painting intensely at a small-scale
seemed appropriate. The working methods
adopted then have become habit and still inform
what I do, despite the move to a bigger
workspace in south London in 2007.

How I work
Most of my paintings are roughly postcard-sized,
using oil paint on birch ply. The picture tends to
come together through a slow process of
research and response to a subject, and oil is a
forgiving medium, allowing for plenty of
revision over time. Although a relatively
“careful” painter, I’d say my best pictures are a
balance of the spontaneous – lucky marks done
in one go – and more considered, overlaid
brushwork. I will begin working wet-on-wet,
then return – sometimes months or years later –
to rework areas. Some of the dried paint may get
sanded or scratched away, which is where the
resilience of a wooden surface comes in handy.
Also, when working at such a scale with thin
brushes, the weave of canvas can be a pain when
attempting fine detail. 
Working in a large studio complex on a busy

industrial estate means that absolute silence is
unlikely but that’s not usually a problem. If the
window is open I can enjoy the colourful
language floating up from the ice cream van
drivers’ HQ a few floors below. Usually I am so
engaged with what I am doing that potential
distractions fade away and I rarely need total
quiet. It is good to have other artists around and
some of my best marks have been made while
chatting. If I want to block out other peoples’
noise I will close the door and stick some
headphones on for a bit of music or radio. The
only working situation I have struggled with so
far is extreme cold in the winter (the one disad-
vantage of a larger space is the heating bill). The
studio’s immediate surroundings of junk and

Biography
Thomas Doran studied
at Wimbledon School
of Art and West
Surrey College of Art
and Design. After
spells working as a
picture librarian and
film extra, he has been
selected for the
Threadneedle Prize

exhibition (2008-10, 2012) and the Lynn
Painter-Stainers Prize exhibition (2008-10),
among others. See more of his work at
www.thomasdoran.co.uk
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chaos are a rich source of
inspiration. A heap of rubbish
in the street can make an
instant still-life, and the car
boot sale in the stadium car
park next door throws up all
manner of freakish artefacts. 

Inspiration
Looking at the work I do now, I
can trace many of the threads
back almost to the cradle. Like
a lot of children, I made
pictures of my favourite scenes
from TV, films, books and
comics. It was the 1970s, so the
reverberations left by Pop art
were still being felt through all
media. In my teens I caught on
to alt-comic artists, such as
Robert Crumb (the published

reproductions of his
sketchbooks are a delight) and
Rick Griffin, so I bought some
Rapidograph pens and started
drawing in a sharp, starkly
linear way. 
I was lucky in having parents

who encouraged me to look at
art from an early age. I
remember being taken to a
show of David Inshaw’s
paintings in Brighton, and
despite vague memories of the
pictures, I do know I was
thrilled and had my eyes
opened to the possibilities of
figurative painting as a means
of conveying a heightened
sense of being. I am not sure I
have seen an Inshaw picture in
the flesh since then, not even

The Badminton Game (1972-
73). Perhaps the Tate will be
kind and exhibit it again some
time; it’s always hugely
popular when they do. 
One day during my mid

teens, with the realisation
dawning that my best option
might be to paint for a living, I
chanced upon a documentary
about Tom Phillips on Channel
4, a scratchy Arts Council film
made in 1976. I was beguiled
by the poetic interplay
between time and space that
happens in much of his work,
and his quietly freewheeling
attitude and refusal to stick to
the same artistic formula all
the time was infectious. His
use of words is always
engaging and made me realise
it was possible to talk and
write about art without
sounding like a Martian. 
Stanley Spencer is another

artist with a sensibility that
energises, though I prefer what
he called his “pot-boilers”, the
landscapes of Cookham and
elsewhere, to the overtly
religious work. His vision of his
surroundings was always acute
yet utterly personal, and his
brushwork is amazing, often
sketchy but never tentative.
You can see that he was
mindful of the precise under-
drawing that often peeps
through, showing it is possible
to be careful and passionate at
the same time. Lucian Freud
will always be a major
touchstone, for his
awkwardness as much as his
virtuosity. The early pictures
have a coolness and subtle
electricity that is all their own. 

New directions
Anecdotal streetscape pictures
are still the core element of my

Thomas
Doran,

Chimney, oil
on wood,
14x9cm: A

painted
memento of

the view from
the garden of
a house I’d
recently

vacated, and
an

inadvertent
tribute to
childhood
favourite 

David
Inshaw’s
Moon and
Chimney,

1971. 

�36
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Focus on: Thomas Doran’s
White House

“While out walking early a couple of winters ago, I had a sudden
compulsion to paint this house, its doors and windows solidly blocked
up, and standing stark against a December sky. Necessity dictated
working mostly in the studio from reference photographs, and as there
were different aspects I wanted to capture that weren’t all apparent in
one shot, I combined different views to give an effective all-over
impression of what was there. I also played around with the perspective
of the house to give it a slight “rearing up” quality.”

oil on wood, 11x13cm

The position of the
overhead wires was
important. As the image
was a composite, made up
from several different
views, I had a certain
amount of leeway as to the
direction they should go
without straying too far
from reality. Also, I
exaggerated the thickness
of the wires at their top
ends to emphasise them
reaching outward. 

Depicting graffiti on a surface is always an
interesting challenge and, when it goes

right, can provide a strong visual contrast
with the rest of the picture. I enjoy the irony
that what took minutes to spray expansively

on a wall can take me days to render in
miniature. Again, a certain amount of
layering and subtraction of paint is

necessary if the graffiti is to sit convincingly
within a depicted view.
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The covering of snow meant no tiles to paint, so I decided
on a point of view where the roof became a white sliver
against a white sky. A thin line of grey is the only thing
that divides the two. It was useful that from this angle the
fallen TV aerial continued the straight line towards the
bottom of the roof.

Although they were almost in silhouette,
I didn’t want the trees to be pure black,
so mixed dark purples and greens. The
trees and surrounding sky were painted
in several layers; wet into wet at first,
then wet over dry to modify marks that
didn’t work until the branches were
properly delineated. The suggestion of a
landscape beyond provided a sense of
depth and relief from the oppressive
house and trees in the foreground. 

In reality, this area was more densely overgrown, even in
winter. I drew in a lot of vegetation, and then removed

whatever didn’t seem to work pictorially. The final image
felt true in spirit to what was there, and like any painter
I’m trying to convey an experience as much as a view. 

Postcard-sized painting
To me, working on postcard-sized pictures comes 

naturally. It often needs intense concentration to get in 
close and translate your ideas recognisably in such a limited
area, especially where finer detail is concerned. Without the
benefit of size for impact, small pictures need to be beguiling
enough from a distance to draw in the viewer, otherwise any

carefully honed detail will have been for nothing. It is perfectly
possible to paint more broadly than I do, with bigger brushes,

at this scale and I envy people who can. Then again, 0000-sized
brushes are the cheapest, and it takes me ages to get through a

single tube of paint. Paintings even fit through a letterbox.
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work, but offshoots seem to be
developing. I don’t want for
source material, but it’s
gradually dawned that some
notions that have been kicking
around unused for ages 
would work better in three-
dimensional form. While the
sculptural pieces I am
beginning to work on may
seem like a new direction,
many of the ideas behind them
have been gestating for around
10 years. 
I have used photographs as

reference quite heavily, and
become intrigued by the possi-
bilities of misinterpreted
photographic evidence, but as
an alternative to that, I want to
work more from direct
observation. 
Despite what some people

might say, I often find working
from life easier than using
photos. Still-life feels like an
area ripe with possibilities.
Also, I recently rediscovered
the value of drawing for its own
sake, rather than as a means of
preparation for painting. This
was how I found my way back
before, after my dozen years of
creative slumber, and the sense
of rebirth is just as welcome

this time around. �

See page 48 to enter
GreatArt’s postcard-sized
painting competition

Michael Harding Oil Colour
Michael Harding does not promise
that his oil colours will make you a
great painter, but he can assure you
that they will have a profound effect
on your work. He began making paint
in 1982 when the inspiration he felt
from Rembrandt’s work prompted a desire to replicate the
effect and colours used in the artist’s painting. After
meticulous research, and transforming his flat into a small
paint factory, he achieved the perfect consistency, produced
his first oil colours and began supplying institutions that
included the Royal College of Art and the Victoria and Albert
Museum. Now the Michael Harding Oil colours receive
glowing testimonials from artists all over the world including
David Hockney and Sir Howard Hodgkin.
These oil colours are all handmade; using tried and tested

techniques dating back to the ways of the old masters. They
contain no fillers, with a greater concentration of pigment
that means the paint has a greater resistance to fading over
time. These paints are the very best in professional,
handmade, oil colour.
The full range of Michael Harding Oil colours is available at

www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art

Georgian Oil Colour
These paints are loved by students and artists alike and
renowned for their outstanding quality at exceptional value.
The oil colours are named after the company’s founder

George Rowney and are triple-milled and crafted in England.
Because of their carefully developed formula they can be
used straight from the tube and require little additives,
allowing for impulsive artistic expression. The colours are
exceptionally brilliant and permanent with a smooth and
buttery consistency that produces wonderful effects when
used with brush or palette knife.
The range includes 54 colours, all of which are available in

economical 225ml tubes for large area painting. All
individual colours and sets are available at
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Thomas
Doran, 
Riverside
Road, oil 
on wood,
10x13cm: 
An
inadvertent
still-life,
which
remained
near my
studio pretty
much
unchanged
for a week or
so. The work
process was
a balance of
on-site
observation
and in-studio
work from
reference
pictures. 

GreatArt recommends...
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To get the best out of your art, you need
to get the best out of your studio space.
GreatArt offers a wide range of studio

easels and storage solutions to make your
working space an artistic haven. 

I Love Art Artists’ Table Top Easel

This easel is light, simple and ideal for working
at a table or displaying work at an exhibition. Its
wide format shelf will support canvases up to
42cm wide and it can be adjusted to a maximum
height of 51cm.

Empty Bamboo Materials Boxes

Handmade with a clean finish and defined sections
to keep your pastels, pencils and accessories
organised. Available with two or three drawers.

Gerstaecker Studio Easel
Solid and sturdy with a variable tilt and 17-step
height adjustment, this easel is well suited for

large format painting and can take canvases up
to 1.2m high.

Mabef Studio Table
Made of oiled, reinforced beech wood and
mounted on casters with two brakes, this table
stands at 80cm high with 40 x 50cm shelves.
This product will ensure you have everything
you need to hand when working at your easel
and also makes a handy storage unit. 

Daylight Easel Lamp
The lamp is supplied
with a low-heat 18W
tube with two different
clamps, which allow it to
be fixed to your table or
easel. It provides a source
of light equivalent to
100W, which is akin to
natural daylight. 

Gerstaecker Professional Easel
Tripod easels are easier to store without taking
up a great deal of space. This professional
quality easel can hold canvases up to 2.3m high
and is fully adjustable.

Table Top Drying Racks
These products
are particularly
convenient for
print studios
and schools
where floor
space is
limited. Two
sizes are
available and
both include 15
spring loaded,
wire racks spaced 25mm apart. �

For the full range and current prices please
visit www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art

Studio essentials
GreatArt explores how to make the most of your work space

Gerstaecker
Professional

Easel

Mabef
Studio Table
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In the garden
Before Iain Holman built a studio in his garden, he
had been painting on the landing of his house.
“The house is open plan and you hear all the
sounds of a family home – it was unfair on
everyone,” he says. He had considered buying a
log cabin-style construction available in garden
centres, but opted to get one built by a joiner to his
own specifications. “I wanted a pitched roof so it
would have a high ceiling, windows on three sides
with two smaller windows in each apex, so there
would be no dark corners in the roof space,” he
says. “We settled on double doors and two side
windows to the front, allowing as much natural
light in as possible. 

Shared studios
Commuting to your studio can be an excellent
way of getting personal and professional support.
Alexandra Blum has had a studio at the Chocolate
Factory N16 in Dalston, east London, for six years.
The complex, restored from a derelict factory in
the 1990s, has space for 30 artists, designers and
ceramicists. “It’s a great place to work with the

Having the right work space can be just the inspiration you need to
make your work flow. Four artists describe their own studios

A room of your own

Above:
artist Gina
Parr in her
Devon
studio

Right: Iain
Holman’s
garden
studio
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studios opening onto a cobbled
courtyard, encouraging
communal summer lunches and
conversation between the
people who work here,”
Alexandra says. “I love being
part of such a dynamic, creative
community, and the discussions
I have with others working here
are important to my practice.” 

Open studios
One of the advantages of having
a separate workspace is the
opportunity to take part in open
studios events. Gina Parr has a
studio space at her home in
Devon – her husband, the
photographer Ian Hoskin, has a
darkroom behind the studio. She
is shown in her studio (opposite)
as it is prepared for the annual

Devon Open Studios event, with
usually paint spattered walls
freshly whitened, the floor
cleared of lumps of paint, and
some art materials still lain out
on a table. 

Converted cowshed
Glen Scouller moved into his
studio, a renovated cowshed in
Ayrshire, about 15 years ago,
although he has continued to
modify it over that time. A
window that faces Loudoun Hill
and a short partition that
created more wall space and an
area dedicated to water-based
media are additions to the
original design by Scouller and
an architect friend, Robert
Johnston. The studio’s spacious-
ness allowed him to increase the
size of his work and lets him
view his paintings in near-
gallery conditions, which is
useful when planning
exhibitions such as a solo show
of his work at Edinburgh’s Open
Eye Gallery in February 2014. �

Glen
Scouller at
work in his
studio

The
Chocolate

Factory N16
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I suppose there is no such thing as a typical day
for an artist such as you?
I’m employed full time by Bath Spa University
teaching on the Graphic Communication course
but life at university these days means we are
encouraged to pursue our own research. I am
not a jobbing sort of illustrator doing weekly
editorial pieces – I am self-planning and
authoring projects. I really like to work directly
on location. 

The project I’m doing at the moment is a
bursary from the Royal College of Art sponsored by
the artist Doug Patterson to document and record
20 Greek Eastern Orthodox monasteries at Mount
Athos. Life hasn’t changed there for many years. It
is a spectacular place in terms of its landscape so
now seems a good time to make a contemporary
record of what life is like there. My proposal was to
do it in three visits over a calendar year, with the
final part done late in 2013.

Days in the life
of: Tim Vyner

Tim Vyner is an illustrator whose work embraces iPad works 
made to meet tight deadlines during London’s Olympic Games 

and a less frantic commission to draw Greek monasteries 
using traditional materials over the course of a year

Tim Vyner, Triathlon,
London Olympics, 2012,
iPad painting. 
© Tim Vyner/Times
Newspapers Limited. 
All rights reserved
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That must be a very different
workload to when you were
covering the Olympic Games
for the Times in London?
That was frantic – I had
deadlines three times 
a day. Drawings were 
being published as they 
were produced. 
We used an iPad, because

there would not have been time
to scan photographs, retouch,
and email the drawings from
my studio. Sometimes they
were online within an hour. It
was a real step-up for what
reportage illustration can be. I
had my own byline, with 500
words a day as a written diary
and the pictures were produced
alongside that.

What time of day were your
deadlines, and how did you
prepare for them?
The online edition of the

newspaper had two daily
updates so I had to deliver
drawings at 10am, early
afternoon, and then I had a final
deadline at about 6pm. Anything
I gave them before 6pm was
online that evening, which was
incredible. I had a certain
amount planned but the appeal
is that you want to remain open
to any emerging stories. 

How many drawings were you
making each day?
Between three and five
publishable drawings, of which
three were published each day. I
had lots of other sketches on the
go – and I sometimes used pen
and ink to plan drawings and to
make notes – but essentially I
was working electronically. I
could also record some audio at
the same time and that was
played alongside the drawings
as they were put online.

I had to generate a lot of work
and most of what I was sending
was published. It was a very
raw, honest, immediate
account, through drawing, of
what London was like during
that period.

How much were your
movements dictated 
by the Times?
It was an incredibly open brief –
I was never once told to cover a
particular event, or be at a
particular place at a particular
time. I was left to my own
devices. It was amazing
freedom. They asked at the
beginning where I was going to
be for the next 24 to 48 hours
and I started doing that but 
as long as I always met my
deadlines, they just let me run
with it.

Tim Vyner,
Sketchbook
drawing 
of a
monastery
at Mount
Athos,
Greece,
32x40cm

�42
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You must have real
confidence in your ability
and faith in 
the technology to work 
that quickly?
I had access to the press centre
in the Olympic Park, which had
reliable internet but there were
times when I was racing into a
Starbucks to use free wi-fi to
send an image. That was all a
bit stressful. Actually it was the
first time I had used a tablet for

drawing. I have a 20-year
history of drawing on location
– pen and ink in a sketchbook
or watercolours – that’s where
the confidence comes from.

How did your approach at
Mount Athos differ?
I didn’t know much about
Mount Athos, or about the
Orthodox Church, but I went
for the bursary and made a
proposal, partly because it was
the opposite of what I had been
doing. There are no immediate
deadlines. I am working to my
own timescale – time has stood
still for a thousand years
instead of everything moving
at a pace, and I was looking for
that opportunity to reappraise
my practice. I had worked on
an iPad for the majority of 2012
and I wanted to bridge the gap
between contemporary
methods and traditional

practice. On my first visit I took
both. The monks and fathers
were very intrigued by this
electronic machine.

Did they have wi-fi?
No. They have phone
technology, but little internet.
I found that while it was the
perfect tool for the Olympics, it
was very difficult to create any
iPad drawings that had any real
authenticity in this big
landscape. It was also very
bright and sunny and the iPad
doesn’t perform very well in
those conditions. So while it’s
good for close-up, in-the-
middle-of-things projects, I
didn’t think it was very good if
you were standing back on the
edge of a cliff looking at a
panoramic landscape. I found
it very difficult to create the
drawings I wanted there. As the
project went on, I went back to

Biography
Tim Vyner studied illustration at Camberwell
School of Art and the Royal College of Art. He
is a senior lecturer in illustration at Bath Spa
University. He has published 10 books for
children and covered sporting events
including the 2002 World Cup in Japan, and
the Beijing 2008 and London 2012 Olympic
Games. An exhibition of his Mount Athos
works is planned for 2014. For more, see
timvyner.wordpress.com or
www.timvyner.com

Tim Vyner,
Sketchbook
drawing 
of a
monastery
at Mount
Athos,
Greece,
32x40cm
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wandering around with an A2
portfolio full of Arches
watercolour paper. It’s been
brilliant sitting for two, three
or four hours in one place
drawing fleeting moments as
the fathers come and go.

Do you find you make
different drawings at the end
of the day to the beginning?
The fluency of your drawing is
very important. I would say
three good drawings a day is
pushing it. It might take four or
five attempts to get to those
three. There is a very physical
side to this kind of work. Three
successful drawings may only
take an hour each but you may
work for 15 or 16 hours that day
to make those drawings
happen.

So you are physically 
drained at end of day?

Yes. It’s the same at Mount
Athos. The monasteries are
dotted around the foothills of
this very dramatic 2,000m
mountain, close to the sea but
very steep. There are rugged
paths, so I’m walking like a
pilgrim from monastery to
monastery, carrying my

luggage. There is a real
physical quality to the work
and I thrive on it. I’m more
effective with that than I am
spending 12 hours in the
studio working at a slower sort

of pace. �

Interview by James Hobbs

Tim Vyner,
2012, iPad
paintings.
Left:
Olympic
Park
Entrance,
London.
Below:
Westfield
Shopping
Centre,
London,
2012. 
Both © Tim
Vyner/Times
Newspapers
Limited. 
All rights
reserved
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Gallery: sketchbooks
A sketchbook is the perfect place to collect, experiment
and be spontaneous with visual stimuli around us. Join us in
this dip into the pages of this diverse selection of artists

Olha Pryymak, Love Story no.11 Herbs: 
In the Woods, watercolour and 

mixed media, 19x38cm

For generations, the women in the family of the
London-based Olha Pryymak have practiced the

collection and preparation of herbal tea. 
“The process, which touches on botany, non-

traditional medicine and ethnic anthropology,
became the subject of my current body of work –
documenting the process on paper and in paint.

A collection of images, recipes and videos
attempts to cover the topic from various angles.”

www.olechko.org

Nathan Brenville, Approach
Tavern, London, pen and
watercolour, 14x18cm
Nathan Brenville is a recent
graduate of Central Saint
Martins, London, who now
works as a freelance animator.
“I moved to London when I was
18, and immediately fell in love
with it. Twelve years later, I’m
still finding inspiration in the
city streets. I used to be
fascinated largely by people, but
more and more I find myself
concentrating on sketching the
buildings of London. This
drawing is of a pub I often pass;
there’s something about it that
is aesthetically pleasing, and I
couldn’t resist drawing it.”
www.tinmouse.com
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Pete Scully, Newsagent, Chancery Lane,
London, ink and watercolour in 
Moleskine sketchbook, 13x8cm
Pete Scully is from north London but now lives in
California. He returns each year to draw
“everyday things that will remind me of home,
such as postboxes, newsagents, pubs and rain”,
usually using ink and watercolour in a Moleskine
sketchbook. “Sketching is a great way to connect
with your town or city on a personal level – it is
as much about the looking as it is about the
drawing. For the urban sketcher almost
everything is worth sketching; everything can be
interesting, if you take an interest in it.”
www.petescully.com
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Lisa Fox, Rhinoceroses, 
Chester Zoo, crayon

“Many of my children’s book
illustrations involve animals,
and although they are always

cute and stylised in my
published work, I still relish the

opportunity to draw from life
wherever possible,” says the
illustrator Lisa Fox. “I rarely

use pencil, preferring instead
to build up highlights quickly
and effectively with crayons
directly onto black paper, as
illustrated in this rhinoceros

sketch drawn at Chester Zoo.”
www.lisafox.co.uk 

�46
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Chris Green, 
Jardin du Luxembourg,
Paris, pencil, 21x53cm

Chris Green used a single 4B
pencil to create a range of

marks for this Parisian scene: “I
have used sharp lines from the
point to draw attention to the
people and other ornamental

details. In between these, I
have used the side of the pencil

lead to create areas of tone,
ranging from soft grey for the
background trees and grass, to
firm black for dark areas and

strong shadows.”
www.christophergreen.info

Anna Ilsley, Cafe Nero,
Conté pastel on paper,
20x26cm
Anna Ilsley says: “I was getting
into Conté pastel here. They
give a phenomenal range of
tone and to combine that with
line [of the portraits] and with
pattern [of the bricks], it
becomes a really descriptive
medium. I was enjoying the
highly varnished, reflective
tables, and filling the page with
information. Cafes are a good
place to draw strangers – they
are usually engrossed in
something else so you can
sneak glances at them.”
www.annailsley.co.uk
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Antoine Birot, London City Streets 
with CCTV, brushpen, 25x17cm

Antoine Birot, an illustrator who works in the
animation industry, drew this scene from

Bishopsgate in the City of London using a mix of
used and new pens, which allowed him to work

with a range of grey values as well as strong blacks.
www.antoinebirot.com

Hannah Blackman-Kurz, Doors to the Catholics, 
masking tape, gouache and pencil, 21x15cm
“At the beginning of this drawing,” Hannah Blackman-Kurz says
about this drawing of a scene in Seville, Spain, “I used tape to mask
out the windows, doors and outline of the buildings, and then
painted what was left with gouache. Then I stripped away the
masking tape, leaving one strip that divides the buildings. I used
pencil to add details to the building and the text.” Hannah is a third
year illustration student at Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge.
www.fromthestem.tumblr.com
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You have the opportunity to win a 
five-day painting holiday, ‘Freedom
in Painting in the Cornish Coastal

Landscape’, from 22-27 September 2014, with
renowned colourist Ashley Hanson. Taking
inspiration from four stunning locations, (Port
Isaac, Trebarwith Strand, Charlestown and
Polruan) on both the north and south coast,
Ashley will encourage you to create your own
personal vision of the landscape. The Cornish
coast has inspired generations of artists and
this is your chance to follow in this tradition.
On the holiday you will spend two days on
location followed by two full days in the studio
under Ashley’s expert guidance. 

Ashley will demonstrate and share many of his
tips and techniques and on the course artists will
explore colour, composition, mark-making and
abstraction. Included are five nights’ accommoda-
tion (a single room in a shared, self-catered
cottage), four full days’ tuition, all lunches and a
three-course celebratory evening meal. The
accommodation is based in Bodmin, ideally
situated for visiting the north and south coasts. 
It is recommended that you have your own
transport but it is not essential.
Your artist tutor, Ashley, has a wide experience of

teaching including Visiting Lecturer at Canterbury
Christchurch University and the National Academy
of Art (K.H.I.B), Bergen, Norway. He has shown
widely nationally and internationally, including
the Ludlow Open 2012/13, Discerning Eye and the
National Open Art Competition 2012 and the 2011
Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. He has also
exhibited at the Belgrave Gallery, St Ives, Edgar
Modern Gallery, Bath, and the Campden Gallery,
Chipping Campden, and is currently gallery artist
at Modern Artists Gallery, Reading, the Gloss
Gallery, Exeter, and the Margate Gallery, Kent. 
For more details about Ashley Hanson and his

painting holidays see www.ashleyhanson.co.uk
and ashleyhansonart.blogspot.co.uk.�

We have a fantastic first prize in the GreatArt Postcard 
Challenge 2014 – see page 49 opposite for full details

Win a painting holiday

Ashley
Hanson,

Padstow 4,
oil on canvas

Please note the
locations shown
are correct at the
time of print but
may change in the
event of bad
weather. The
holiday has to be
taken on the
dates shown and
is not transferable
or changeable.
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HOW TO ENTER
•  Design and create a single postcard from your I Love Art Watercolour 

Postcard Pad using a media and technique of your choice
•  Return your completed postcard with your name, artwork title, 

address, telephone number, email and date of birth to:
The GreatArt Postcard Challenge, GreatArt, Normandy House,

1 Nether Street, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 1EA
•  All postcards will be judged by a panel who will select 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

place winners
•  Postcards will be accepted from 1st November 2013 and must be 

received by 30th July 2014 to be considered.
We regret that we are unable to return entries to those who take part.

COMPETITION RULES
One entry per person. The 3 best entries will be selected by the specifi ed panel of 
judges and GreatArt. Only physical entries received at the specifi ed address and 
completed on an I Love Art postcard or a support size of 10.5 x 14.8mm will be 
considered. To be eligible to win you must be a resident of the United Kingdom. 
Closing date for entries is the 30.07.14. Prize vouchers and materials cannot be 
exchanged for cash or transferred. Winners shall be notifi ed by email. Copyrights to 
the completed entries shall be the property of GreatArt and images of entries may be 
used for promotional purposes relating to the competition. Full terms and conditions 
are available to view at www.greatart.co.uk.

MEET OUR JUDGES:

A SELECTED MEMBER 
FROM OUR FACEBOOK 
COMMUNITY

Katherine Tyrrell, Artist
Katherine draws in dry media
and writes the very popular art blog 
“Making A Mark”. Artists are fans 
of her tips about entering juried art 
competitions and open exhibitions
for artists in the UK.
http://makingamark.blogspot.com

bgallery Art Directory,
www.bgallery.co.uk
bgallery art directory exhibits talented, selected
artists and designers from around the world.
bgallery is passionate about promoting our artists,
and is excited to be able to show such an eclectic 
range of work.

PRIZES
1st Prize : 
•  £250 worth of pre-selected art materials from the GreatArt Range
• £500 worth of gift vouchers to spend at GreatArt
•  A 12 month free membership to bgallery including online gallery space*
•  A 5 day painting holiday in Cornwall with artist Ashley Hanson,

22nd-27th September 2014*
•  An interview and feature in the GreatArt Magazine

November 2014 to promote the winning postcard design
• An interview and feature in the GreatArt online magazine
•  The winner and winning design will also be announced

in an email campaign to the GreatArt database

2nd Prize : 
•  £150 worth of pre-selected art materials

from the GreatArt Range
• £300 worth of gift vouchers to spend at GreatArt

3rd Prize : 
• £50 worth of pre-selected art materials from the GreatArt Range
• £100 worth of gift vouchers to spend at GreatArt

2nd & 3rd place prize winners will also receive a mention
in the GreatArt email, and print and online features.

*Full prize details can be found online at www.greatart.co.uk under “terms & conditions”.

SEND  
your artwork on a postcard 
and yours could be one of 3 selected 
to win fantastic prizes

USE YOUR 
FREE GIFT TO

WIN PRIZES
GreatArt

Price&Choice

ENTER BY
30.07.14

Sophie Hill, Commissions 
Consultant at Mall Galleries
Upon leaving university Sophie began 
the art blog, “postcardwall”, inspired 
by her own collection of postcards. 
She joined the Mall Galleries, London, 
in June 2011 where she works as the 
Commissions Consultant.

James Hobbs,
Artist,Journalist
and Editor
of Discover Art 
James has been an 
arts journalist for 
nearly 20 years.
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It is not usually my intention to draw an
exact representation of a place with these
paintings. What I’m trying to do, firstly, is

make a painting that works successfully as an
image and, secondly, to evoke the feel of a place,
its light and its shapes. This can call for ruthless
visual editing from time to time.
For example, in a painting with a composition

inspired by the coastal town of St Ives in Cornwall,
I may include the lighthouse on the pier, but if later
in the process I have to paint out that element to
make the painting work, then that is what I will do.
The finished painting may not look like a represen-
tational view of St Ives, but it has become a better
painting for the removal of an element that doesn’t
work in the overall composition. Sometimes I will
make a painting that focuses on a particular area

that I like and then find that it is the one part that
stops the painting from working – so it has to go. 
I enjoy the idea of moving through a landscape,

of walking through the streets and paths of a place
as if following a map. When I was a child, we took
regular car journeys from north Derbyshire to visit
family in Lancashire. An abiding memory and
inspiration of those journeys is the mill town
villages that nestled in the hills. Those rows of
terraced houses and disused mills sitting in the
beautiful hilly landscape still appear in my
paintings now.
The series of paintings I am currently working on

is inspired by the Derbyshire Dales. The landscape
of the industrial revolution sits in the most
incredible setting. The juxtaposition of hills and
lush green valleys with rows of workers’ cottages

Stripping back the
layers of memory

Anne
Davies, St
Ives Arches,
2012, acrylic
on board,
15x25cm

Anne Daviesuses memory and imagination to make small
acrylic landscape paintings that evoke the spirit of a place

50 discover art

practical art acrylics
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and the big mill at the centre of it
all is such an interesting subject
for me. Now I am learning more
about the history of the mills
and paintings such as The Hall
and the Mill and the Worker’s
Houses tell a story of the people
who lived in these villages.
Although there are no people in
my paintings, I like to think that
the traces of their lives are there.  

Inspiration
My interest in art was
encouraged from a young age.
One of my earliest influences
was David Hockney. We had
books about him at home and
my father took me to London to
see the “Hockney Paints the
Stage” exhibition at the
Hayward Gallery in 1985, and
that show inspires me to this
day. The colours were striking

and the freedom of the mark-
making made a real impression
on me. 
I love the St Ives artists, partic-

ularly Patrick Heron, Roger
Hilton, Ben Nicholson and Alfred
Wallis, and I am always inspired
by Mary Fedden, Elizabeth
Blackadder and the landscape
work of Joan Eardley and Sheila
Fell. Recently I have been
learning more about Eric
Ravilious, Julian Trevelyan, John
Piper and Paul Nash. I take my
inspiration from anywhere,
including ceramics, fabrics and
patchwork quilts. Even walking
around a shop looking at the
colours and displays can feed
into the creative process. 

Process
I use very smooth surfaces,
usually boards of medium-

density fibreboard (MDF) or
plywood. I prepare them with
gesso and then paint a ground of
raw sienna. This gives a vibrancy
to the drawn areas and the areas
that are stripped back later in
the process. 
I paint a basic starting

composition, which may or may
not still be there when the
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Anne Davies, The Hall and the Mill and the Workers’ Houses, 2013, acrylic on board, 18x25cm: This is from
a recent series based on the Derbyshire Dales and the old water mills – places like Cheedale and Millers Dale. Along
with coastal areas, these are the kind of landscape that I gravitate towards for inspiration

“I love the little
accidents that
create beautiful
passages 
of colour or
interesting lines”
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painting is finished. I block in
areas of colour and make marks
on the surface. It is important for
me not to be too careful at this
point. The more interesting the
marks and colours are at this
stage, the more interesting the
finished painting is. Even if they
are edited out they still inform
the painting process; the tiniest
hint of a colour still remaining

when the rest has been covered
can make a painting special and
interesting. I love the little
accidents that create beautiful
passages of colour or interesting
lines.
Eventually the parts of the

painting that I want to keep
reveal themselves and lines and
shapes within the painting start
to emerge. I love to paint an area
of colour and then draw into it or
blot it off with paper, and see
which colours from previous
layers remain. The amount of
paint that is left behind depends
upon how long I have left the top
layer to dry before blotting: the
longer it is left, the more of the
surface colour remains. You have
to work quickly to do this with
acrylics as they dry so quickly,
but that is also why it is the
perfect medium for me. I like to
work quickly and ideally will
finish a painting in one or two
days, depending on the size. I
know a painting is finished when
it feels balanced, when the
colours work harmoniously and
the lines make sense. 

Size
I usually work on a very small
scale. The largest of these pieces
is only 18 by 25cm. I love the
intimacy of small paintings; I
want them to be a little jewel of
colour on a wall. It’s interesting
to watch someone viewing a
small painting in a gallery, how
they start off at a distance and
then get drawn in closer and
closer to look at the detail. I love
to watch people get up close to
my paintings and show surprise
and pleasure when they discover
everything that is going on in
them below the surface. 
I have worked on a slightly

larger scale recently, with some
pieces that are 40cm by 50cm –
still small to some artists. I find

Anne Davies, Sketchbook pages, 2013,
acrylic on paper, 14x18cm
One of the best pieces of advice I was given at
art college was to keep a sketchbook. It is a
space to make a mess and make mistakes, and
try out compositional ideas.

practical art acrylics
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it harder to keep the informality
of the line and the looseness that
I can achieve in the smaller
work, but it has been an
interesting challenge for me and
some of the resulting pieces
have been successful. There is
often a pressure to work bigger:
larger paintings are sometimes

seen as more important or
serious but I try to tread my own
path. I only work on a larger
scale when it feels right for me
and not because of outside
pressure to do so.   

Where I work
At the moment I work in a small

room at home in south London. I
have had studios outside the
home in the past but my ideal
space is one without any
distraction or outside noise
where I can put on music and
become completely absorbed in
the work. 

Biography
Anne Davies was born
in Lancashire and grew
up in the Derbyshire
Peak District. After
studying fine art at
Newcastle University,
she worked on art
projects with adults and
children with special
needs. She now lives in

London, where she focuses on painting and
exhibiting. She is represented by the Porth-
minster Gallery, St Ives, and Shirley Crowther
Contemporary Art. Find out more at
www.annedavies.co.uk.

Anne
Davies, left:
Country
Church,
2012, acrylic
on board,
15x15cm;
below:
Fields and
Houses,
2013, acrylic
on board,
13x18cm
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Focus on: Anne Davies’ 
Boats in the Haven

“This painting of boats in a harbour is painted from my imagination
and memories of coastal scenes rather than a representation of a
specific place. It is about creating a beautiful image with vibrant colours
and a sense of place”

practical art acrylics

Acrylic on board, 15x25cm

This shows an area where
colour has been built up,
painted over in white and
then stripped back again to
the colour below.

Rows of houses and cottages are a
recurring image in my paintings. I love the
pattern of terraced rows, especially in an

otherwise natural landscape.

The church here is another drawn element
created by working into the wet paint.

Although I draw in a small sketchbook and
record architecture that captures my eye,

the buildings in my paintings are often
created from my imagination and memory.

54 discover art
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My palette
Over the years I have spent a great deal of
time experimenting with, and learning about,
colour. On a good day, because of this
experience, my colour choices become almost
instinctive, I know how different colours
affect each other and the effects I can achieve
by layering one colour on top of another.   
My favourite colour palette consists of muted
greens, blues and yellows with sparks of
oranges and pinks to add intensity and
interest. I use white a great deal in my work to
create a feeling of space and light.

This is drawn into the wet paint with a
pencil. There are other drawn elements,
some of them get painted over and edited
out, while some stay in the final painting

In this section, layers of colour have been
built up in stages. The white paint over the
top of these layers defines the shapes. 

discover art 55

Simple patterns, such as these yellow
acrylic brushstrokes, can be used to
represent marks in the landscape to 
add movement, colour and vibrancy to
the painting.  
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I use my sketchbook as a place
to free myself up and create
some looser images. One of the
best pieces of advice I was given
at art college was to keep a
sketchbook. It is good to have
that space where I can make a
mess and make mistakes, and try
out compositional ideas. I have a
few sketchbooks on the go at
once. I have one that is filled with
photos and other inspiration
along with a few of my own
drawings and paintings inspired
by them. My favourite one at the
moment is a Moleskine cahier,
only 9cm by 14cm in size. The

paper is quite thin but very
smooth and I use the whole page.
I have painted the cover as well as
the inside and gradually it is
building up into a little piece of
art in its own right.
I always have a small drawing

sketchbook on the go as well. I
try to draw every day. Drawing
from life is the best way to focus
on really looking and thinking. I
don’t dwell on the technical
aspects of drawing; for me it is
about looking at lines and shapes
in the landscape and gathering
information that feeds in to the

creative process. �

Anne Davies, The Lighthouse, 2013, acrylic on board, 13x18cm
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Schmincke Primacryl Finest Artists’ Acrylic
Schmincke has been creating products for demanding artists
for four generations with a longstanding desire to contribute
to a beautiful colourful world with the very finest artists’
colours. So if you’re looking for a high viscosity, premium
acrylic of artists’ quality, Schmincke Primacryl is a fantastic
choice. The range consists of a well-balanced assortment of
84 rich shades which unite all the possible benefits
demanded of a premium acrylic paint.

Schmincke uses a selection of top quality, modern
pigments in high concentrations to give each colour a new dimension of brilliance, with practically no colour
shift when dry and the highest possible lightfastness. Their titanium white in particular is unparalleled in its
high pigmentation and opacity, which gives it an exceptional covering power and allows for brilliant colour
mixing. The paints’ high solid content also ensures that the colours remain elastic and durable once dry and
are water resistant.

Schmincke Primacryl Finest Artists’ Acrylic is available in a range of tube sizes from www.greatart.co.uk/
discover-art. The Primacryl range also includes Primacryl Fluid, which offers artists the same quality pigment
concentration in a high flow acrylic paint.

GreatArt recommends...

Goya Triton Acrylic
For many years these
colours have been the
paint of choice for art
teachers and art
therapy centres, and
because of their quality
they have also found
their way into artists’
workshops. 

This paint is designed
for artists who need
colour in bulk. Their
large sizes of 750ml
bottles and 2.5l
buckets make Goya
Triton colours ideal for
large area painting on
paper, cardboard, wood, canvas, clay and
metal, and are also a good choice for murals
or stage decoration. A single bottle of Triton
Acrylic will cover 3-4 square metres and if
the surface is primed with an undercoat first
this can increase up to 1 square metre.

The 46 available basic shades, and 16
gloss effect shades, are all lightfast, ready to
use from the bottle and can be diluted with
water while maintaining colour intensity.
They are also waterproof once dry and can
be used outdoors.

The full range is available at
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...
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Siena Frames
From the I Love Art brand,
the Siena frame is a simple,
clean design inspired by art
galleries and ideal for
framing a series of
photographs, watercolours
or prints in either a portrait
or landscape format. The
frames are 15mm wide, allowing your artwork to be
perfectly highlighted on a wall, while only being
30mm deep. A subtle but stylish effect! 
Available in black and white, the matt colours of

Siena still allow the grain of its real wood to show
through, and the easy-to-use clip system allows
you to change the work easily when reusing the
frame. The inner grooving and four riveted
spinners also means that framing thicker work
such as double mounted prints and heavy weight
supports is just as easy. 
The Siena frames are made from real wood

sourced from sustainable forests within Europe,
and instead of glass, the range uses a highly
transparent synthetic material, eliminating any
risk of breakage and is safe for use in schools or
areas where glass frames are prohibited. 
These frames are available in 15 different sizes in

black and white variations.

I Love Art Floater Frames
An affordable and stylish way to frame your
stretched canvases for exhibition or display in your
studio or home.
Available in black or a natural wood finish, these

floater frames are the ultimate way of presenting
your paintings. The simplicity of the design means
that your work is subtly highlighted without
covering or compromising your composition in any
way. The overall effect is breathing space around
your artwork and the appearance that the canvas is
floating in the frame. Made in France, from quality
wood, each frame has a stepped profile to make it
easier to position your canvas correctly before
fixing. Assembly is simpler than a traditional
frame: place your work face down with
the frame over the top, facing the same
way, then affix the frame to the back
using canvas clips. 
It is also possible to use these frames to

display prints or photographs and the
floating effect can be further enhanced
with spacer bars. These frames are
available in 40 different formats. �

The Siena and Floater frames can be found at
www.greatart.co.uk along with all required
accessories for fitting your work.

The finishing touch
GreatArt recommends some popular framing designs that are 
simple, affordable and effective when framing your work
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advice exhibiting

The vast majority of artists don’t have
gallery representation, and although that
is a dream vigorously pursued by many,

including the thousands of art students who
graduate each year, many artists focus on
finding their own ways of getting work
exhibited. Taking things into your own hands
can be an empowering experience. 
This could be through art fairs, pop-up shows

and other artist-run projects, but open competi-
tions are the most popular route for many,
ranging from the local village hall to the long-
established prizes and society exhibitions.
However, you can’t be sure of being in pocket even
if your work is selected – sales are far from
guaranteed – but the benefits of getting your work
seen, making contacts and adding a juicy line to
your CV can make it a worthwhile triumph and
something to celebrate.
There are many open competitions held each

year, and the list here isn’t definitive. The best
advice is to plan well ahead, and focus on the ones
that are most suitable for your work.
Parker Harris is a visual arts consultancy 

that organises a range of competitions, awards,
exhibitions and commissions, including the
National Open Art Competition, Derwent Art
Prize, ING Discerning Eye Exhibition, Sunday
Times Watercolour Competition and Jerwood
Drawing Prize (see pp 92-93).
www.parkerharris.co.uk
The Mall Galleries, London, is the home of the

Federation of British Artists, which organises a
range of leading open exhibitions, including the
New English Art Club, Pastel Society, Royal
Institute of Painters in Water Colours, Royal
Institute of Oil Painters, Royal Society of 

Portrait Painters, Society of Wildlife Artists, and
Threadneedle Prize for Painters and Sculptors.
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
Other leading open competitions include:

• BP Portrait Award www.npg.org.uk
• John Moores Painting Prize www.liverpool
museums.org.uk/walker/johnmoores
• Lynn Painter-Stainers Prize for representational
painting or drawing www.lynnpainterstainers
prize.org.uk
• Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition
www.royalacademy.org.uk
• Royal Hibernian Academy www.rhagallery.ie
• Royal Scottish Academy www.royalscottish
academy.org
• Royal Watercolour Society 
www.royalwatercoloursociety.co.uk
• Society of Botanical Artists www.soc-botanical-
artists.org
• Society of Graphic Fine Art www.sgfa.org.uk
• Society of Women Artists www.society-women-
artists.org.uk
• UK Coloured Pencil Society www.ukcps.co.uk

Art fairs
Many galleries spend an increasing amount of time
on the road attending art fairs around the world.
This may be good news for artists with gallery
representation, but what about the rest of us? Fairs
that feature the work of individual artists have also
grown in popularity in recent years. Manchester,
Reading, Aberdeen, Brighton, Windsor, London
and Liverpool are some of the cities that host such
fairs, but there are many more. 
As with open exhibitions, preparation is

important, and visiting the fair before applying to
attend as an exhibitor, and talking to artists who
have previously attended, will let you see if your
work would fit in without making a financial
commitment. Some fairs have a selection process,
price and size limits for works, or a catchment
area within which exhibitors must live. Some
attract galleries, curators and post- fair interest, as
well as sales. None of these is guaranteed at any
event, but instead of waiting for a gallery to rocket
you to fame, consider taking exhibiting into your

own hands. �

Open competitions and art fairs

A Thread-
needle Prize
private view
at the Mall
Galleries,
London

Want to get your work exhibited? Take things into your own hands
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‘It’s about
more than 
just a face’

Susanne du Toit, the 
winner of the BP Portrait
Award 2013, talks about

painting competitions,
finding the right pose and her

‘eureka’ moment

Susanne du Toit,
Pieter, 

oil on canvas,
120x70cm
The 2013 

BP Portrait Award
winning painting
of the artist’s son
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What was it like to win the BP
Portrait Award?
It was absolutely wonderful. 
It was complete happiness. I
was completely delighted as it
wasn’t something I expected 
at all. I was happy just to get
into the exhibition, so to win 
it was amazing. 
I don’t like rejection: it takes

away your confidence. One gets
so emotional about the work
when you do it, so when you
send it in, it becomes more
important for it to be accepted
than it should. It’s such a
subjective thing and so arbitrary
to be selected. You should try to
get yourself in a place where it
doesn’t really matter, but
somehow it does. 
Every time I submit

something for a juried
exhibition I immediately regret
it because you just wait for that
rejection. I had entered the BP
Award twice before and not got
in, but I sort of expected it
because usually they choose
photorealistic paintings and
that wasn’t my style. But
because I paint portraits there
wasn’t really anywhere else to
go with them. I did get a letter
the previous year to say that I
was nearly accepted, and that
encouraged me to keep trying. 

You get a commission from the
National Portrait Gallery?
I think they have funds for six
commissions a year. It’s quite a
process: trustees decide the
person of note to be painted, and
then they shortlist four artists
who will work with the sitter. I
should find out who I will paint
within three years. I’m very
curious to know who it will be. 

You seem to paint your family
a lot, so the commission will be
different in that respect?

I paint my family and people
that I care about, and the
commissions I have had since
winning the award I will have to
approach in the same way. It is a
challenge. You know your own
family so well. I wouldn’t say it
is easy, but you know when you
go wrong. 

You let your son Pieter choose
his own pose in the winning
painting?
I think that when you ask a
person to sit in a comfortable
pose, it says something about
them. If you ask them to sit in a
certain way it wouldn’t be
natural to the way they are. His
first suggestion was to have his
hands behind his head, and legs
stretched out, which would
have meant using a different
canvas to the one I had in mind.
So he is holding his leg. The
hands give the painting two

focal points, along with the
face. I did want him to show his
hands prominently. 

You suggest that a portrait is
about more than just a face.
It is so definitely the body as
well. I do enjoy painting the
body, and the pose, and I
wouldn’t enjoy just painting
the face.
I like to paint the face in one

go. I probably painted Pieter’s
face three or four times and then
scraped it back because it wasn’t
right, but the version that
worked would have been
painted in one afternoon. 
It’s not really true that the face
only took me one afternoon,
because I’d had so many
attempts before.
There are times when I think

it’s not going to happen, that
I’m not going to get it, but I
know now when something

Susanne 
du Toit,
Hampstead
Heath, oil 
on canvas,
52x52cm
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isn’t right. I’m not precious
about it. I scrape it down and
know that I will eventually 
get there. 
Pieter was living with me

when I painted it, so he was able
to come when I needed him.
That won’t be possible with
every sitter I paint so I take a
reference photograph to work
from when the sitter isn’t
around. When I paint from life,
there is much more life to it. I
find it easier, it’s much quicker. I
have a studio at home – it’s one
of the luxuries of not having
children at home any more. 

But you paint more than
portraits?
I had a friend, David Smith who
taught at Chelsea School of Art,
who I would draw with regularly
at Primrose Hill in north London,

Susanne du Toit, Sleeping,
etching, edition of 10,

60x42cm: “I always start a
painting with a drawing so

sometimes make an etching of
the same subject, too, and

then paint it.”

Below: Susanne du Toit,
Joan, oil on canvas, 76x76cm. 
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Susanne 
du Toit,
Vincent, oil
on canvas,
120x70cm

and I would base paintings on those drawings. I
either do portraits for a while or landscapes – it’s
difficult for me to do both. At the moment I’m
focused on portraits. 
My aim is to do portraits or figures but not make

them so personal, so it is a painting that will appeal
to more people. At the moment I have three
commissions since the BP Award, and I’m hoping it
will attract more.

I’ve read that it was the Glitter and Doom
exhibition of 1920s German portraits at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, in 2006
that led you to portraiture?
I’d never really considered portraiture – it wasn’t
cool and it was out of fashion. Brian Sewell’s
review of the 2012 BP Award was really quite harsh,
and that is pretty much the feeling about
portraiture, and has been for some time. But the
inter-war era artists – such as Beckmann, Grosz,
Dix – brought it to life again and gave it stature, by
painting real people instead of heroic portraits, and
I really like that. Movements can be great when
they happen, but looking back they may not move
you any more. And yet these portraits remain
classic and beautiful and meaningful to me. I
couldn’t put the catalogue down. It was a “eureka”
moment for me.

Is there a piece of advice you have had to learn
the hard way that you wish someone had told
you early on?
Documenting one’s work has improved hugely
with digital cameras, but when I was at art college
in the 1980s no one emphasised the importance of
keeping a record of your paintings. I did my
masters in the US, and left three years’ worth of my
work there and didn’t photograph it, mainly
because of the expense. I have no record of them at
all, which I regret hugely.

How do you think your work is developing?
I want to improve and one has goals. You have in
your mind how you want your painting to be, and
when it’s finished it may not look like that. It’s
perhaps good when you feel you’re not yet there so
you are striving to improve. If I could, I would like
to work a little more loosely, and hopefully the
more one works the better one becomes. Winning
the BP Award was a very encouraging moment to
make one carry on. It’s disheartening when you

feel you’re getting nowhere. �
Susanne du Toit was talking to James Hobbs

Biography
Susanne du Toit obtained a
BA in fine art at the
University of Pretoria,
South Africa, and a post-
graduate degree at
Massachusetts College of
Art, Boston. She has lived in

London since 1994 and has a studio in
Berkshire. She has won prizes at the Royal
Watercolour Society (2011) and Chichester
Open Art Competition (2003). Her painting
Pieter won first prize at the BP Portrait Award
2013. See www.susannedutoit.com
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Driving home recently, the light was
golden, casting a glow over Tunbridge
Wells. I had intended to go to Ashdown

Forest to walk along the banks of a brook, to see
light pouring though leafy glades, and stones
shimmering through the water. But there in
suburbia something caught my attention that
isn’t on any satnav: the westward A26 burning
with golden light. 

Whereas many artists say “I am all about light”,
I am all about dark. What interests me are
sequences and patterns, what light is doing. But
whereas one can recall colours and compositions,
complex matrixes of light and shade such as that
illuminating the traffic that day can defy
memorising. You have to see such a scene to paint
it, so with seconds to record it before it was gone,
the biggest challenge was to park the car to
photograph it. It is the kind of scene that is
difficult to shoot well: the brilliant, low sun
reflected in the shiny surfaces of the cars sent the
camera’s light readings off the scale. I never got to
Ashdown Forest that day. 

Qualities of light
So for me my landscape is lightscape. Artists such
as Peter Brown, Richard Thorn and Stanislaw
Zoladz excel at this. My work is increasingly about
how things are lit, and not where they are.

Britain’s high latitude means that light arrives low
on our horizons for hours on end from around
September to April. This provides brilliant light
for the painter, with many colours filtered by the
atmosphere. When the sun is overhead, sunlight
passes through just a few miles of atmosphere, but
when lower in the sky it can pass through a few
hundred miles, and light changes in colour as
some wavelengths are reduced or filtered out. This
quality of light persists longer in the day and year
than in other countries. I don’t believe the light
here is better; I just try to understand the nature
of light wherever it is. 
My biggest watercolour influence was my

father, who first taught me about them when I
was six. He would transform a calendar
photograph of a place he knew into an articulate
and immediate image. He rented a large Victorian
house in the Surrey hills where my siblings and I
grew up surrounded by heaths and brooks, forests
and fields, and thousands of acres of countryside
on our doorstep. I have never stopped exploring it.
Places inspired me, along with the possibility of
expressing them on paper. 

Tone and watercolour
I use darkness in layers of watercolour to create
contrasting levels of light. Working around the
lightest areas and building the layers of paint

The dark side:
watercolour
contrasts

Joe Dowdenexplains how 
an understanding of tone and

light can bring a depth and
contrast to your watercolours

Joe Dowden, A26,
watercolour, 17x30cm
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progressively can mean the
subject can look quite unrecog-
nisable until the moment of the
painting’s completion. My
paintings are 95% about black
and white, 5% about colour. It
is hard to teach this because
many artists simply do not
believe that tone is all that
important. So they reject the
need to apply it at the start and
try to make their paintings work
by relying on colour to get their
desired results, instead of
applying strong tone, by which I
mean the blackness and
whiteness of the subject, the
light and shade separate from
colour. I use full-on darks, often

“invisible green” or half Payne’s
grey and half black, to contrast
with bright colours.

Oils and watercolour
For me, painting in watercolour
has been a preparation for
working in other media. It is
difficult to use watercolour well,
because you have to work
loosely with it, work out the
space and paint around it, by
defining objects with colour
around their edges. With oil
paints you can paint a light sky
between trees, for example, but
with watercolour you have to
leave it to the whiteness of the
paper. It is much more difficult

and disciplined, and decoding
the darkness and lightness of a
scene as layers of watercolour
paint comes only with
knowledge and experience.
Painting in oils after
watercolour has been liberating,

Joe
Dowden,
Two Lads in
Glossop,
watercolour,
25x25cm

“The light that
arrives low on
Britain’s horizon
for much of the year
is great for artists”
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because it offers so much more
depth of tone. But I find that
watercolour is still a vastly
superior medium for capturing
light – and it can also be
intensely strong and rich. 

The ordinary
A new motif for me is “ordinary-

scape”, by which I mean
painting subjects that may not
be immediately considered
likely locations, and focusing on
their light. It is true that some
places are revered for their
quality of light, such as St Ives in
Cornwall, and Venice. But this
can be a nonsense, suggesting

that Venice is beautiful and
somewhere like Croydon is not
beautiful, as though some less
glamorous, workaday sun shines
on areas classed inferior for
painting. My aim is to enjoy
light, without deifying special
light. My most recent version of

Joe
Dowden,
Lady
Eleanor’s
Brook,
watercolour,
29x44cm

Joe Dowden, Central Park, New York City, watercolour, 25x43cm

Favourite papers 
My favourite paper is
Whatman 200lb Not, of which
I have a large stock from 1983
that I live in fear of using up.
St Cuthberts Mill makes a
good 140lb Whatman-style
paper – 100% cotton – as
“Millford”. I use Arches 140lb
rough up to 75cm and then
300lb not for anything larger
because it gives great texture,
can handle masking fluid
without ripping much better
than almost any other paper, 
and is the nearest thing to
traditional English paper. 

�70
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Focus on: Joe Dowden’s 
Tilly Mud

“Contrasts are used in this painting to create distance and space. This
kind of landscape has mystique that is created by suggesting a place just
out of sight around the corner. To make it work, I have made the painting
devoid of sentiment, a matter of fact statement that leaves the ‘feeling’
bit to the viewer. I have used cotton-based 140lb (300gsm) rough paper.”

watercolour, 25x38cm 

Having used masking fluid to
paint the sycamore leaves, the
background effect is created
by spattering mixes of
cadmium lemon, burnt sienna
and phthalo green in three
layers, allowing each to dry
before proceeding with the
next. The sycamore leaves are
painted last with cadmium
lemon-based green.  

I use masking fluid to paint the foreground detail, using small marks for
more distant areas. Then I spattered water and then colour from the
bottom up in several layers so the diminishing droplet size from the brush
gives a sense of perspective. I let each layer dry before moving to the next
using darker colours for each layer.    
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To create the dotted texture effect of the mud, I sprayed
this area with masking fluid by dragging my thumb across
toothbrush bristles, applied a base wash with burnt sienna,
Payne’s grey, added some wet-in-wet shadows and then,
when it had dried, I sprayed on Payne’s grey with a
toothbrush in the same way as before.  

The sense of distance above the river is created by
spattering the area at first with water, leaving a wet/dry
pattern and then again with colour using mixes of cadmium
lemon, burnt sienna and phthalo green so they blend with
the water. The same colours are applied with a brush to
create another level of texture.

When the background
colours had dried, I rubbed
over the distant trees with a
wax candle before they were

painted. The wax repels
colour to simulate the leaf
texture across the trunks.
When the river below was
complete I did the same for

the trunk reflections.

Reflections in the
foreground ripples are
painted onto dry paper
using strong mixes of
cadmium lemon, burnt
sienna, phthalo green and
Payne’s grey with a well
pointed no.8 sable brush
and plenty of wet colour. I
brushed it on loosely with
relaxed side-to-side
sweeps. The further ripples
are paler and smaller, while
those closest are painted
with dark Payne’s grey.
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Joe Dowden, Cooling Pool, watercolour, 33x56cm

this genre is two young men
coming out of a chip shop in
Glossop, Derbyshire. Perhaps I
should paint its alter ego: two
bonneted ladies coming out of a
florist in St Ives.  

Demonstrations
I have been demonstrating
painting, before a watching
audience, for a few years now.
My attitude when I do this is

that I am an entertainer and
people must enjoy themselves.
The painting has to be good,
painted from start to finish,
and explained throughout. It
helps if you don’t take yourself
seriously and make people
laugh to keep things relaxed.
These paintings have a vibrancy
and life of their own probably
because they are painted on
adrenaline. In contrast, studio

work – sometimes
commissions for international
clients – has to be tight,
disciplined and highly crafted.
Demonstrating seems to help
me create good paintings (I
have recently shown demon-
stration paintings at the Royal
Institute of Painters in Water
Colours and the Royal
Watercolour Society), so I take
on challenging subjects such as

Biography
Joe Dowden is an artist and
author whose work has
appeared regularly in
magazines and on TV. His
paintings have been included
in the Royal Watercolour
Society, the Royal Society of

Marine Artists, and the Sunday Times
Watercolour Competition exhibitions, among
others. His new book, Joe Dowden’s
Complete Guide to Painting Water in
Watercolour, is published by Search Press.
See www.joedowden.com

Joe
Dowden,
Fishing
Boat,
watercolour,
28x43cm
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the painting of the traffic
outside Tunbridge Wells, or
New York’s Central Park, or I
even ask the audience to choose
the subject. Doing this helps to
drive my work and let it
develop. Now I use demonstrat-
ing as a way of producing
paintings that can’t be
duplicated in my studio.
I have always tried to paint

simply what I see. I don’t have
a message. Images are

perceived without the help of a
dictionary and I believe that
defining paintings is like
caging them with words. We
have no idea why something
thing looks good, but we know
it when we see it. We have
plenty of ideas about making
things look right. We also
perceive the connection
between truth and beauty. 
I am interested in the
mechanics of beauty. �

Schmincke Horadam Finest Artists’ Watercolours
The Horadam Finest Artists’ Watercolour range offers 110
colours, each with its own optimised formula and includes 69
shades that are prepared with a single pigment. The quality of
this paint comes from the highest standard of pigments,
specially selected binding and wetting agents, and a special
pouring process that ensures reusability of the paint. 
The pigments are thoroughly tested to ensure they comply

with highest quality standards in terms of stability, fineness
and lightfastness. Artists can trust the strict 5-star rating
system, knowing that the colours have been under intensive examination, some of which takes place on
Schmincke’s own factory roof! They then bind the colours with Kordofan gum arabic from the southern
Sahara region, which is tested each time they purchase and selected from only the best crop. Once the best
raw ingredients are selected, the unique process in which the pans are formed is the final step to creating
quality watercolours. The colours are poured into their pans while still in a liquid state to help control paint
flow. The pans are filled, then dried in a chamber for several weeks to a certain degree of residual moisture,
allowing the colour to settle between each filling. This process is repeated four times, meaning that a single
pan takes 3-5 months to prepare before it is ready for sale.
These paints are available in pans and tubes from www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art

GreatArt recommends...

Sennelier
L’Aquarelle, French
Extra Fine Artists’
Watercolour 
In order to produce
these vivid water-
colours, Sennelier
consulted water-
colourists all over the
world and carried out ‘blind’ tests on a
number of formulations before they settled
on a recipe that they were sure would fulfil
the needs of artists. These colours have a
honey base, which acts not only as a preser-
vative but also gives the colours an
exceptional brilliance and adds a smooth
quality to the paints. The presence of the
honey also extends the life of the colours. 
The honey and finely ground pigments are

combined with top quality Kordofan gum
arabic to produce superb washes and good
application from a very high quality
watercolour.
The range is available in tubes and pans 

in a range of 98 lightfast shades. To view
current prices and try this exceptional 
paint for yourself please visit
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Joe Dowden, Brook at Kirdford, 25x43cm
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Painting and drawing can, for some, 
be a great escape from the pressures 
of life, a chance to get away and 

devote time to yourself. A bit of solitude 
from family or daily pressures can fuel the
creative fire. But a sense of community is
important, too, for talking about your 
work, and other people’s work, and to get 
the feedback that inspires. Art students,
accustomed to getting support at college, 
can suddenly find making work a lonely
business after graduation. For those in
retirement, art can be a great source of 
friends and support. Looking to meet 
other, likeminded artists? Here are a few
suggestions about how to find them.

Art clubs and societies
The chances are you are not too far away from a
local art club or society. They come in all shapes
and sizes, and regardless of your level of
experience or age, you can expect a warm
welcome and encouragement from an
established artistic community. The societies
featured here are a mere handful of the 1,000+
that can be found around the UK. Check out the
local clubs section of the Society for All Artists’
website – www.saa.co.uk/club/a-z-clubs-
listing.php – to find one near you.
Kidderminster Art Society, a large and active

society that will soon reach its 90th anniversary,
meets each Thursday, with regular monthly
themes, demonstrations by professional artists

Get connected
Making art can be a solitary undertaking – but it doesn’t
have to be. There is a variety of kinds of artist clubs,
societies and impromptu gatherings to turn it into the
most sociable of occupations

The
Manchester
Urban
Sketchers
aim to meet
twice a
month
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and appraisals of new work.
Other events include an annual
“celebrity lecture”, two annual
exhibitions, and social events,
including trips to galleries, such
as the RA Summer Exhibition
and Tate Liverpool, barbecues
and an annual dinner. 
Poole & East Dorset Art

Society has more than 100
members, and meets one
Sunday afternoon a month and
Thursday evenings in term
time. The programme is broad
and flexible, depending upon
its members’ wishes, and
includes demonstrations,
lectures, workshops and
criticism. The society, in
partnership with the Borough
of Poole, runs the Peacock Art
Gallery, a non-commercial
space that hosts the Peacock
Open art exhibition every two
years for all artists in the area.
It also takes part in the Dorset
Art Weeks open studios event. 
The North of England Art

Club can trace its history back
to 1835, and its 80 members
work from two studios at
Newcastle Arts Centre, which
are available to members six
days a week. The programme
includes portrait and life
classes, monthly discussions,
workshops, outdoor sessions
and two club exhibitions a
year. Members can even show
their work on the club’s lively
website: www.northofenglan-
dartclub.co.uk.
Runnymede Art Society is

rich with experience, with the
average age of its 100 members
being 75 years, and two of its
active members over the age of
100. The society, which ranges
from new to experienced
artists, meets every
Wednesday afternoon and
there is a programme of
workshops and demonstra-
tions, as well as outdoor
venues arranged each summer.
The society has an outreach

group of volunteers who 
visit local community groups,
such as adults with learning
difficulties, a stroke club and
an Age UK day centre, to help
and encourage people to 
paint. The society holds 
two annual exhibitions.

Art society exhibitions
and bursaries
Getting involved with an art
society that is linked to your
particular creative focus –
perhaps subject matter or
medium – rather than close
geographical location can be a
rich source of support. The
Society of Wildlife Artists
(SWLA), for instance, aims to
generate an interest in the
natural world through fine art.
Its annual exhibition, as well as
those of other leading art
societies, takes place at the
Mall Galleries, London; it is a
natural place for wildlife artists
to meet and network with each

Left: Poole & East Dorset members painting at Arne, in Poole Harbour, an RSPB site. 
Top right: a watercolour demonstration and “hands on” by Shelley Waring at Kidderminster Art Society. 
Bottom right: A quick crit during a North of England Art Club abstract workshop day
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other. Getting your work
selected for the show so you
can meet people at the private
views is a good – though not
easy – plan. 
The SWLA also offers

bursaries of up to £750 to
artists – not necessarily
members – inspired by the
natural world. These have been
given to artists for travel,
exhibition expenses and
courses – and several award
winners have gone on to
become members of the
society. For more information,
see www.swla.co.uk.

Urban Sketchers
around the world
Urban Sketchers (www.urban
sketchers.org), founded by the
reportage artist Gabriel
Campanario in 2008, also has
more than 30 regional groups
around the world to help link
together artists who draw in

urban locations. The
Manchester Urban Sketchers
group, for instance, aims to
meet to draw together a couple
of times a month, gathering at
the end of the day to discuss
and share each other’s
drawings in a friendly and
informal atmosphere. Contact
Simone Ridyard (simonerid-
yard@hotmail.com) for more
information about
Manchester, or for details of
Urban Sketchers London
sketchcrawls, see
www.urbansketchers-
london.blogspot.co.uk. 

Sketchcrawls
Drawing on location can seem
intimidating on your own so
meeting up with a large group
in an arranged location can be
the way to benefit from
strength in numbers. These are
invariably arranged through
social media: check
www.sketchcrawl.com for
details of regular worldwide
sketching days scheduled
through the year that may take
place close to where you live.
Or arrange your own with a few
friends, post it online, and see
who else comes along. 

Pop-up shows
Pop-up galleries – where a
group of artists use, say, an
empty shop for a short-term
exhibition – can be an
excellent place to meet local
artists. If you hear about one
locally, go in and say hello: 
it is likely that it will be
manned by artists whose 
work is on display. And there’s
a chance that they will be
interested in including work 
by other artists if it fits in. But
don’t hang around: they may
only be open for days rather
than weeks.

Painting holidays 
A good painting holiday can be
a wonderfully bonding time
with like-minded people. There
is the likelihood that other
artists attending won’t be local
to you – travelling to new and
sometimes distant and warmer
places for such a break is often
the whole idea – but it can still
be a place to make good friends.
And planning reunion holidays
is an idea when things really
work out well. 
See page 48 for details of a

chance to win an art holiday in
GreatArt’s competition.

Shared studio spaces 
Shared studio spaces are
readymade communities
housing a group of artists, 
with all the advantages that
uniting and working together
can bring. 
You meet fellow artists, take

part in organised open studio
events, chat over coffee and get
useful news and gossip that
would pass you by if you work
at home. This comes at a
(rental) price, but a sublet,
perhaps for a few days a week,
can make it more affordable. 

Artist-run galleries
Artist-run galleries, such as
Skylark Galleries on London’s
South Bank (www.skylarkgal-
leries.com), offer
unrepresented artists the
chance to exhibit and also take
an active part in the running of
the gallery. They can be a place
to meet and work with
dedicated, professional artists,
opening doors to events, 
such as some art fairs that 
only show works in galleries
rather than lone exhibitors,
and prove that artists are
stronger as a united group 
than scattered individuals. �

Gina Ellis
visited the
gannet
colony on
Bass Rock
off the east
coast of
Scotland in
2013 as part
of a seabird
drawing
class made
possible by
a Society of
Wildlife
Artists
bursary
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Nature
under the

magnifying
glass

A subtle blending of colours lies
behind the botanical accuracy of

Rachel Munn’s coloured 
pencil works

Icame to coloured pencils by chance.
Having been brought up in central London
and reading zoology at Oxford, I married a

farmer and moved to Sussex soon after.
Following the busy years of bringing up four
children, helping my husband with the farm
and working in our local community, I became
a keen gardener. Garden design and plant
courses followed. 
Then, when glancing through local adult

education courses, watercolour botanical illus-
tration caught my eye. I was hooked by the
subject matter but found learning the new
technique of watercolour, mastering
composition and attention to detail all at the
same time quite a trial. Serendipitously, I walked
past a stand by the eminent coloured pencillist

Ann Swan at Hampton Court Flower Show in
2002, signed up for one of her workshops and
haven’t looked back. Her workshops have taught
me most of what I know as well as given me
encouragement, positive criticism of my work
and lasting friendships with her other students.
I am happiest painting from flowers or

vegetables found in our garden or wandering the
ancient woodlands on our farm. Barks are a
particularly favourite. I even raid our home-
grown woodpile, neatly stacked for our wood
burner, for subjects.
Composition is upmost in my mind, and a

challenge. Many hours are spent imagining how
the subject I have chosen will look on the page,
often creating a full-size sketch with a soft pencil
and a touch of colour. I try not to plonk my

Rachel Munn, Cherry Bark, 
coloured pencil, 40x28cm

I was awarded a Certificate of Botanical Merit
at the Society of Botanical Artists Exhibition

in 2011 for this work.
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specimen in the middle of the
paper, but often don’t follow
my own advice. In spite of my
varied mistakes I never throw
any work away. Our collection
of unfinished, unsuccessful
pictures shows the huge
progress we make over time. 

How I work
I rarely start with photographs,
preferring to draw the fine
outline with the specimen a
few inches away from me in
order to look at the detail and
match the colours accurately.
Photographs are vital, however,
when the subject is likely to
fade, droop or rearrange itself
within hours, as coloured
pencil work cannot be rushed.
Perhaps the appeal of barks and
autumn fruits and seed-pods
attract me for the very reason
they don’t change and I can
take my time. Very occasionally
the whole work is done using
detailed photographs and on-
site colour matching. 
I am lucky to have a drawing

space with the classic north-
facing window so the light
doesn’t change with the time 
of day. Having the light falling
on the plant consistently
enables the shading to bring 
out the three-dimensional
effect more strongly.
I use non-soluble wax or oil-

based pencils. There are so
many mouth-watering sets of
coloured pencils on the market,
it is difficult to resist trying out
new makes, but I mainly use
oil-based Faber-Castell
Polychromos, which are manu-
factured in a range of 120. As a
sharp point is so vital in
achieving detail, they have
break-resistant leads with
maximum lightfastness (not
fading in sunlight) and vivid
colours. For laying down even

stronger, richer colours, such as
on Fly Agaric (page 88), I use
Prismacolor Premier, which are
softer, wax-based pencils and it
includes some colours that are
difficult to produce with the
Polychromos range. These are
best used in subsequent layers
on top of the Polychromos.
I use Fabriano 5 hot pressed

300gsm (140lb) paper, which
enables detail to be obtained
but also has a tooth for colour to
adhere to. As colour is applied
in layers, I find it difficult to
achieve depth and vibrancy
with smooth paper like Bristol
board, which other coloured
pencillists might favour.
It is vital to try out the

colours to be used and how they

work in combination with each
other as the realistic effect
achieved is by the blending of
colours. Some colours are
transparent so will enable early
layers to show through, while
opaque colours will cover the
initial layers and can deaden an
area. Start with confidence. I
have had failures from being
too timid and laying down too

Rachel
Munn,
Conkers,
coloured
pencil on
paper,
18x12cm
Think of
different
ways of
showing
what has
caught your
eye, such as
the squared
format I have
used for this
arrangement
of conkers.

“Start with
confidence – I have
had failures from
being too timid ”
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many light layers that do not
blend well. The wax or oil in the
pencil can build up too much
and result in a rough, textured
finish. When covering large
areas, I sometimes use the
corresponding Faber-Castell
Pitt pastel pencils, 60 of similar
colours to the Polychromos
range being manufactured.
When laid down, the Pitt
pencils can be blended by using
a solvent to melt the wax or oil,
for example ‘Zest It’ or a
colourless, alcohol-based
marker. The detail can be
worked over this base layer.
An art shop is irresistible for

any coloured pencil artist, as
we can be wooed into buying 
so many extra pieces of
equipment. A sharpener, eraser
and magnifying glass are
essential. I now use a hand
sharpener with a spiral cutter,
similar to the old school
sharpeners, having previously
been enticed into buying an
electric blade sharpener that
gobbled up my pencils too
readily. Now I am left with
endless little stubs. I am happy
with my electric eraser: not
only can mistakes be erased but
it can be used to lift off an area
as coloured pencils are a
forgiving medium to work with.
Nevertheless, I do find
inexpensive pencil-shaped
erasers serve me well. 
However good your eyesight

is, a magnifying glass is
essential as the work produced
can be very detailed but I do
find that I can get too bogged
down with a tiny area of detail.
Ensure you take a step back to
see how the whole picture is
progressing from time to time. 
I often prop up a half finished
work in our living area so that 
it catches my eye unawares as 
I walk by – mistakes and 

inaccuracies, especially in
composition and depth of
shading, often shout out at me.
Alternatively, put it away for a
few days before looking at it
again with new eyes.

Shading
The coloured pencil is best
worked by using little ellipses
to lay the pigment down,
resulting in an even covering.
Practice has enabled me to
know how hard to press to
obtain the depth and shade of
colour I am trying to achieve. 
I work from the darkest areas
first with the darkest hue,
progressing into the lighter
areas, layering progressively
lighter colours on top towards
the lightest areas. To produce
the underlying shading I use
the wonderful range of (mostly
warm) greys available or a
darker tonal colour to the main
finished colour I am looking
for. In some instances,
contrasting colours can be used
first for shading. For example,
yellows and oranges remain
more natural and true when
applied on top of light violet,
but tend to go a muddy, dull
brown over greys.
Lighter colours are then laid

down over the base layer,
finishing with a colourless
blender to push all the pigment
into the paper and accomplish
the smooth, even covering
required. Highlights are
achieved by leaving the paper
white. Seldom do I use a white
other than to add reflective
highlights or lighten an area.
I keep detailed sketchbooks,

which include notes from the
workshops I have attended, the
colours and combination of
colours I have used for each
painting, a small scanned

Biography
Rachel Munn studied zoology
at Oxford University, and is a
keen gardener at her Sussex
farmhouse home. She has
been taught by botanical

artists Ann Swan and Moya Davern, and has
exhibited at the Society of Botanical Artists,
of which she became a full member in 2009,
and Florum, the invitational botanic and
flower exhibition. She was awarded a
Certificate of Botanical Merit at the SBA
exhibition in 2011. See more of her work at
www.rachelmunn.co.uk

Rachel Munn,
Peeling Birch,
coloured
pencil on
paper,
65x23cm
Very occasion-
ally the whole
work is done
using detailed
photographs
and on-site
colour matching
– I can’t cut
down a whole
birch tree. �82
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A good sketch is better than a long speech.
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The Widest Sketch Pads & Books of the Market.
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Focus on: Rachel Munn’s
Fading Peony

“For this work of a fading peony, I used Faber-Castell 
Polychromos pencils throughout. Of its range of 120 
colours, I find around 25 are essential.”

Coloured pencils, 26x40cm

Fading petals
I use 194 red violet in the darkest areas and
then a mixture of 142 madder and 128 light
purple pink blending into browns and
green used to create the leaves. Although
mixing two or three colours produces
richness and depth, don’t mix too many.

Overlapping areas
When plant material overlaps, look carefully at
how far apart they are. If stems or leaves overlap
closely, shade close to the crossover. If further
away, draw in with a gap. Dark, colder colours
fade into the background, while warm, light,
bright colours project forward, giving depth.
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Seed pods
I draw the faint outline in graphite and then
incise the tiny hairs with a fine embossing
tool, taking care to follow the way they
grown in nature. Using little ellipses, I lay
down the darkest areas first using 275 warm
grey V1, 173 olive green yellowish and 174
chromium green yellowish, varying the
pressure. 170 may green, 180 raw umber
and 268 green gold are then used, pressing
more gently in the lighter areas. All areas
are blended and burnished using a
colourless Lyra Splender blender. The outer
hairs are pulled out using the embossing
tool or light graphite. 

Leaves
Study the characteristics of the leaf, partic-
ularly the veins. Having drawn a light
outline using graphite, I incise the veins
using a well sharpened 103 ivory, which
resists dark colours layered on top. Look
carefully at where light falls on the leaf,
leaving highlights if necessary. Using
ellipses, I start with the dark areas with 275
warm grey V1 or 278 chrome oxide in the
darkest area then 174 chrome green
opaque and 168 earth green yellowish for
the body of the leaf. Light colours will
cover the incised veins, so press lightly and
take care to work up to the veins. 175 dark
sepia, 280 burnt umber and 178 nougat are
used in a similar manner for the dying
leaves and 172 earth green included for the
back of the leaves. I blend and burnish, and
finish by accentuating the darkest areas
with graphite.
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printout of the finished 
work, equipment bought 
and from where. It is almost 
a diary of all my work and 
an invaluable record.

Exhibiting
I exhibit at the Society of
Botanical Artists Annual Open
Exhibition held in London
every year. The SBA was
founded in 1985, the first
society in the world devoted to
botanical art. As well as a
society promoting the vast
talent, mediums, styles and
techniques used and diverse
species represented, it also
aims to educate. This resulted
in a distance learning diploma
course being launched in 2005,
which has proved extremely
popular and successful,
allowing students from all over
the world to learn the art of
botanical painting. The society
not only enables newcomers to
botanical art, like myself, to
show their work among
outstanding professionals but
is also a source of new

friendships, support and
sharing of ideas. Put it in your
diary now for next spring as it is
an exhibition not to be missed.

I also exhibit at Florum near
Sevenoaks each September.
Florum was the inspiration 
of the late Elizabeth Smail,
whose aim was to create a
colourful and inspiring mix 
of works celebrating plant 
life. Artists invited include
some of the UK’s most
celebrated botanical artists, 
as well as artists working 
in freestyle, mixed media,
printmaking and jewellery. 
I have come to being creative

later in life so it is still new, a
challenge and very rewarding.
It is helped by my enquiring
scientific mind and attention
to detail. My head is buzzing as
I sit down, hide myself away to
create another coloured pencil
or pen and ink painting. I can
lose myself for a day or a week,
lost in meditation, ignoring all
those everyday things I should
be concentrating on. �

Rachel
Munn, Fly
Agaric,
coloured
pencil on
paper,
18x20cm

Faber-Castell Polychromos Pencils 
The Polychromos range has
an unrivalled quality that is
valued by professional pencil
artists worldwide. The 
pencils are created to the
high standards of the Faber-
Castell brand, combining top
quality materials with a long experience that dates back to
the 17th century. 
Their meticulous control process means that their pencils

are extremely break-resistant, have maximum lightfastness
and a vivid range of 120 colours. Their soft, oil pastel leads
have a pure pigment base that produces a rich stroke of
water-resistant colour, which is also smudge-proof.
The high standard of product means that the Polychromos

range is ideal for use in the graphic arts, for technical and
precise drawing work as well as experimentation and
expression by keen pencil sketch artists.
These high quality pencils are available as individuals or in

sets containing a comprehensive palette of colours or the
entire range.
For currently prices on the Polychromos range please visit

www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...
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Discover talented artists & designers

Artists & Designers Online exhibiting 
– as it should be

JOIN US for a FREE TRIAL period – just email info@bgallery.co.uk
requesting My Free Trial. Or visit our website and take advantage 
of our 12 month subscription offer of JUST £65.00. We have a 

committed marketing department on board to help you grow your
contact list fast for more sales and commissions.

Visit www.bgallery.co.uk and click ABOUT to
find out more and how you can be part of it.
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Gallery

Angus McEwan, Communication Breakdown, watercolour, 41x37cm
Angus McEwan was arrested by the dusty grey colour and raised peeling paint of this garage door he came across in
Valetta, Malta. “I loved the fact that the words ‘no parking store’ were flaking off and the message was starting to
break down. I found the effect of peeling paint to be challenging but not insurmountable. I was, however, still pleased
that I managed to get across the crumbling façade in an effective way. A combination of dry brushing, spattering on
wet and dry surfaces and transparent shadows allowed me to reproduce the aged surface.”
www.angusmcewan.com

Painters describe the
motivation behind their work
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Charles Jamieson, Landing Posts,
Stonington, oil on canvas, 122x122cm

“I’d always wanted to visit the Penobscot Bay
area of Maine where many of my favourite

American painters, such as Fairfield Porter,
Edward Hopper and the Wyeth family, either

lived or spent summers,” Charles Jamieson says.
“When a friend bought a house in a small town

called Hope and invited us over, there was no
hesitation. Stonington is a delightful town and

the combination of the landing posts and the
lovely clapboard houses was irresistible.” 

www.charlesjamieson.co.uk

Left: Nicole Caulfield, Radishes, coloured pencils, 20x20cm
The coloured pencil artist Nicole Caulfield enjoys making her
subjects look three-dimensional and creating space for the objects
to inhabit. “My idea for the food series was to depict its simple
forms, colours and shapes from above, which changes the design
problem to that of an abstract painting rather than a traditional
still-life. What is different from an abstract work is the sense of
depth of the square dish that the food has been placed in.”
www.nicolecaulfieldfineart.com

Right: Gina Parr, Son, Sun, Sunday, 
water-based oil and acrylic, 90x90cm

Having trained as a fine artist, Gina Parr had a
career in television set design before turning to
art full time in 2007. Her paintings explore the

line between pure abstraction and figurative
recognition. Sometimes, she says, “I feel

compelled to take the painting to the edge of
ruin in order to force it back to a successful

reflection of my initial intention.”
www.ginaparr.com
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Gallery: Jerwood 
Drawing Prize 2013

Prize-winning
works at the

leading drawing
competition

The Jerwood Drawing Prize is Britain’s
longest-running and most prestigious
drawing competition, attracting 3,000

entries in 2013, from which 76 works were
chosen for exhibition and in with a chance of
winning its first prize of £8,000. The prize
aims to celebrate the diversity and excellence
of contemporary drawings, and entries
included stitching, video and sheet music.
Here are a few of the works selected by the
judges Kate Brindley of Middlesbrough
Institute of Modern Art, the artist Michael
Craig-Martin and Charlotte Mullins, the art
critic and writer. An exhibition of selected
work continues on its national tour in 2014.
For more, see jerwoodvisualarts.org.

The winning entry (right), by London- and
Prague-based Svetlana Fialova, is an ink on paper
drawing of her boyfriend. She says: “I usually get
inspired by themes that draw on popular culture,
the internet, TV, magazines or urban legends
combined with invented characters. This work is
based on a more intimate and personal moment.
It captures my boyfriend in an apathetic pose,
pulling chewing gum out of his mouth.” The
background includes fragments from Albrecht
Dürer’s Apocalypse series of woodcuts. �

Kristian Fletcher, who
graduated from the Prince’s
Drawing School with an MA
in Drawing, won one of two
student awards with his
pen, pencil and charcoal
drawing, The Wrench
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Tamsin Nagel, who graduated from the Royal College of
Art, London, with an MA in Visual Communication, won
the second student award for Enclave (ii), a pencil drawing 

Gary Lawrence was awarded a special commendation for
Saint Stansted (and Other Stuff), a mixed media drawing

using biro, gel, felt pens and oil pastel on paper

discover art 87
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In2006, while I was working as a designer,
I walked into an art store to browse and
ended up buying some discounted

canvases. I had made the decision to start
painting again. To make up for lost time, I
began with seascapes, mainly the scenic
coastline between Edinburgh and Bamburgh
in Northumberland. I would paint local
landmarks, often returning to the same
locations, looking to improve on the
composition and lighting. I enjoyed getting
out and sourcing the references – it was a
perfect way of reacquainting myself with the
experience of painting. 
However, I have always been drawn to

portraiture and I had painted portraits in the
past. I remember the experience of life drawing
classes, the challenge of drawing the model as
accurately as possible in an hour’s sitting. It was
drawing to concentrate the mind and I loved it. I
began the move over to portraiture with the

painting This is My Time. I still added a
seascape, but now it was as a backdrop with the
focal point shifted to the figure. I knew this was
a turning point: I wanted this new body of work
to have a narrative. I was looking to be more
creative than merely recording a scene.
By 2009, I had paintings in a gallery and I began

working professionally. When I begin my day in
the studio, I will either have a painting on the go
or I will be working up the next idea. If it is the
latter, I start with thumbnail sketches; this lets
me see if any of the ideas I have are worth taking
forward. These little line drawings can give a good
indication of the final composition – such as the
placing of the central figure and the background.
Once I have settled on the layout, I move on to
organising all the elements for the painting. 
Finding the right model is often the most

difficult issue to resolve. I have an idea of the
look and age of the model in mind, so I will
search for that person, similar to a casting

The human factor

Iain Holman describes how the human
figure found its place in his paintings
in oil and acrylic 

Iain Holman,
This is My
Time, acrylic
on canvas,
76x102cm:
This painting
marked my
move from
seascapes
towards
portraiture.
It is set at
Portobello
Beach,
Edinburgh,
with its
distinctive
avocado
green
promenade
railings. 
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director. On other occasions I
will already know the model
I’m going to use and work the
painting around them.
Whichever route I use, I set up
a photo shoot and work from a
photograph. I have in the past
drawn from life and still do,
but digital photography
changed the way I work. The
model is only required for a
maximum of one hour instead
of several hours posing, I can
download the images, make
any amendments and have a
print to work from within a few
hours of the shoot, so the
process is so much quicker.
Having a model sitting in front
of you is special, as you can see
everything clearly and can
walk around your subject, but
using photographs makes the
time saved worth it.
When I have all the references

I need, I begin to draw straight
onto the canvas using an HB
pencil. The pencil lines are a
guide and although they will be
covered by paint, I still add
detail, even shading, to the face
so I can see if I have a likeness.
At this stage the buzz kicks in.
After all of the preparatory
work, this is the reward, seeing
the lines taking shape. It is like
watching a wooden frame of a
building going up; you get a
sense of the shape, size and the
finished look. 
The drawing process takes

around three hours, or longer
for more complex subjects. I

keep the compositions as
uncluttered as possible. My
paintings are effectively two
layers: the bottom layer, the
background, and the top layer,
the figure. I treat the
background as a pattern and
position the figure where I
think it sits best. The figure is
usually the focal point and if
the background has clashing
colours, then I will add either
light or dark contrasting
clothes. I create a balance so
the figure and the environment
have an equal importance
within the composition.

Reflection
As the finished drawing sits on
the easel, this is the last chance
to reflect on the work produced
so far. Once the painting begins,
I do not want to have any doubts
in my mind about the

composition, as any major
changes might compromise the
theme and alter the balance. It is
important to start every painting
feeling confident. There are
paintings I am happier with than
others, but I have yet to abandon
one half way through.
The paints I use will usually

Iain Holman, A Worried Man
in Worrying Times, oil on
canvas, 91x91cm: The crop
can emphasise a section of
the figure as in this painting in
which I cropped off the lower
part of the legs so the eye
stops at the suitcase. 

“I aim to create 
a balance so the
figure and the
environment 
have an equal
importance within
the composition”
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depend upon the time I have to
complete a painting. I use
artist quality acrylics when I
need to finish a painting
quickly. They dry within
minutes and subsequent layers
can be added on top without
the fear of the base colours
mixing in. 
Given the time and choice, I

prefer to use oil paints. They
are perfect for blending and
because they stay wet longer I
can rework the paint
throughout the day if
necessary. Working wet on wet
allows the colours to interact
with each other and soft
gradients can easily be
achieved. I try to complete as
much as I can while the oils are
wet or becoming tacky, leaving

only highlights to be added
later. I have tried to add
highlights when the paint is
wet but they tend to get lost in
the base colours, and even
white straight from the tube
can lose its brightness. Yet,
when the same white is applied
to dry base colours it now has a
new intensity. This also goes
for any other final layer
colours: they add clarity to the
lighter colours and definition
to the darker areas. 
I started using Winsor &

Newton Artisan water-mixable
oil colours. It makes a
refreshing change from using
chemicals when mixing
colours. It is strange mixing
them with water – it should not
be possible – but they really do

act like traditional oils. The
range is not as big as artist
quality oils, but the palette of
colours I use are all available in
the water-mixable range. 
If I look back over the last few

years of painting I would say it is
definitely evolution rather than
revolution. I have loosened up
the brushstrokes in the last
couple of paintings, letting
colours sit on top without too
much blending. I am able to add
a little more texture and still
keep the detail. I cannot imagine
ever being bored with
portraiture; there are too many
interesting faces to paint. But
you never know what may
change your way of thinking.
You can keep doing the same

Biography
Iain Holman studied art and
design at Aberdeen College
of Commerce and Edinburgh
Telford College. 
He worked in design and
advertising before also
turning to painting in 2009.
He works from his studio at
Crawford, South Lanarkshire.
See more of his work at
www.iainholman.com

Iain Holman, Self-portrait – Graffiti Art, oil on canvas, 76x76cm: You never see the graffiti artist, just their
handiwork. So as a twist on a self-portrait, I revealed myself as a graffiti artist for the day and signed the wall in
red spray paint, placing the used can in my jacket pocket.

�94
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An exciting new surface for Pastel artists.

The Pastel adheres so well to this surface 

between each layer. Colours can be 
layered dark on light, light on dark 
without problem. You can wet the paper 

its original form.

SPECIAL CARD FOR DRY PASTELS & CHARCOAL
SHEETS & GLUED PADS IN 3 SIZES, AVAILABLE IN 8 SHADES,  170LB, CRYSTAL INSERTS.

A NEW CONCEPT FOR 
THE PASTEL MARKET!

An exciting new surface for Pastel artists.

The Pastel adheres so well to this surface 

between each layer. Colours can be 
layered dark on light, light on dark 
without problem. You can wet the paper 

its original form.
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Focus on: Iain Holman’s
Scottish Summer

“When blue skies appear and the sun shines on Scotland, we make 
the most of it, regardless of the temperature: sunbathing, Scottish style.
I worked from a photograph I had taken of a friend on a holiday in
Germany and added the final elements of the painting when I returned
home to Scotland.”

oil on canvas, 76x102cm

I extended the snow-covered
field to give a sense of
distance and then added 
in the mountains, based 
on the Cairngorms. In 
the photograph taken in
Germany, there was a dual
carriageway in the
background.

I set up the beer bottle shot when I got back from
Germany, making sure the angle of the sun and the shadow

of the bottle matched John’s shadow. I used his hand to
estimate the size of the bottle and measured the beer for

the glass. (Then I drank the beer.)

When you paint a large area of snow it will
be a mid tone, and darker than you may
expect. I mixed titanium white, French
ultramarine and lamp black to get the

correct shade and then added cadmium
red hue to warm it up a little. I lightened

up the snow as I painted towards the
mountains, and added more white for the

mountains where they are hit more
directly by the sun. The shadow areas are

always in a shade of blue.
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I had considered making all the mountains
white, but I liked the idea of showing the

lower mountains as grassy brown,
suggesting there was warmth in the sun

and the snow was melting. However, this
meant part of John’s head would be on the
grassy brown background and would blend

in. To rectify this I moved the horizon
above his head. 

The original deck chair was actually a dark
bottle green, but it looked too busy and it
broke up the outline of the man. I decided
to paint it white so his whole body shape
could be seen more clearly.
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thing year after year and be
happy, but there comes a point
when you need a fresh challenge,
be it a change of subject or style. 
I visited the Lucian Freud

Portraits exhibition at the
National Portrait Gallery,
London, in 2012 and it was
fascinating to see the change in
his painting from his early

almost illustrative technique,
to looser, solid brushstrokes.
You could see from these
powerful and striking portraits
that he had found his style and
identity and was relishing each
new painting right up until he
died. Artists don’t retire and I
hope I can continue painting

into old age. �

Winsor & Newton Artists’ Oil Colour
From the colour experts at Winsor & Newton, these quality oil
colours are unrivalled in their purity and consistency, which has
earned them a worldwide reputation. Like all Winsor & Newton
paints, the oil colours go through a strict control process to
ensure the very best for your oil paintings.
Each of the range’s 117 colours is individually formulated in

order to ensure the shade’s stability and to enhance the natural
characteristics of each pigment. Using their 170 years of
experience and expertise, the brand ensures the best quality
raw materials are made into the world’s finest oil colour. The
experts have also worked hard to improve the permanence of colours that are less lightfast, without 
compromising the natural properties of the paints. 
Made with the highest level of pigmentation to ensure good covering power and tinting strength when

combined with white, the colours have a desirably buttery consistency that allows brush and knife marks to
be retained, but can also be thinned down for fine glaze effects. 
The full range of Winsor & Newton Artists’ Oil Colours is available in 37ml and 200ml tubes from

www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Above: Iain Holman, In Your Comfort Zone,
oil on canvas, 91x91cm: We all have our own
comfort zone, and to convey this in a painting,
I drew the model in a sleeping pose, and
added the opened paint tin to suggest she has
just finished painting herself into the corner
of the room.
Right: Iain Holman, Alison, oil on canvas,
40x40cm: In between the larger themed
paintings, I still make time for the smaller
portraits. This commissioned painting is a
reason why I am attracted to portraiture
painting: an endless interest in faces.
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ProColour is made to a unique formula and offers the artist a professional quality pigment
rich paint with a matte finish which is waterproof when dry allowing colours to be over-

painted without re activating or smudging.
All 84 colours are water-based and are fully intermixable.

The colours are available in 59ml bottles.
Non toxic and are of the finest quality.

Procolour is suitable for all styles of painting where purity, depth of colour and permanence
are essential. The pigments are chosen for their high light fastness.

Procolour with its high pigment concentration provides opacity when used straight 
from the bottle as an acrylic or gouache but allows for massive dilution creating the translu-

cency or transparency needed by the watercolour artist.
This highly adaptable paint is a joy to use.

Each of the 84 pigment rich bottles are priced below £4.95 including the recently developed
additional new range of 8 metallic acrylic colours.

Also look out for the new ‘Signature Colour’ Sèvres Blue a favourite colour of Louis XV and
Madame de Pompadour during the 1700s

Orders can be placed through the website, by email or by contacting Linda directly 
on 01773 820282 • www.procolour.net • linda@procolour.net

‘No other paint like it guaranteed’
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The day always starts with coffee. I
rarely have breakfast unless it is hot
and sunny when I will have something

outside. I am normally a good sleeper but if I
am involved in a painting, I may have a
restless night because I will be painting in my
head, and churning over the options and
possibilities to move the painting forwards. 
The laptop is always on first thing, to check

the blog and catch up with the football, and
there is always something art related to look at:
competitions, applications, or preparation for
teaching. I can get grumpy if this all takes up too

much time, because I want to get in the studio. I
am lucky because my wife Denise takes care of
so much – she deals with the galleries, the
marketing side and organising the workshops
and holidays, and she also has a very good
critical eye. We are a good team. We have two
talented, creative children, Ollie and Faye, who
have already been winning art competitions. 
We live in Cornwall, and it is fantastic being

near to the coast and the harbour towns that
have inspired so much of my work. When we
lived in London it always seemed to take two
hours to get to the seaside. The coastal landscape
and the artistic tradition are a magnet for our
painting holidays. Cornish artists have been
hugely influential on my work. A Peter Lanyon
exhibition in Manchester was instrumental in
my decision to switch from architecture to art. I
studied at Canterbury College of Art and vividly
remember a lecture by Terry Frost about his
work and the yellows of Cornwall. This was
hugely influential on my interest and under-
standing of the power of colour.
In the studio, I am surrounded by source

materials, drawings, photographs and maps.
This is the way I like to work; being away from
the subject allows me to invent. Art has long
gone beyond representation; it’s about ideas as
well as technique. It’s what you do with your
source material that matters. All artists would

A day in the life of:
Ashley Hanson

Ashley Hanson moved 
to the inspirational coast 
of Cornwall to paint and 

run painting holidays,
although the colours and

rhythms of the US are a
continuing influence 

Above:
Ashley
Hanson, City
of Glass 9 –
Fiction &
Fact, oil on
canvas,
120x200cm.
Below:
Penzance 9,
oil on
canvas,
30x40cms
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like a bigger and better studio,
and as I work large, mine is
starting to feel a bit cramped.
My technique of pouring,
layering, smearing and cutting
paint often involves working
on the floor. 
For the past two years, I’ve

been working on my City of
Glass series inspired by Paul
Auster’s novel The New York
Trilogy. My current painting is
the thirteenth in the series and
I’m not happy with it—it’s too
static and familiar—but it’s a
large piece, painted in a few
sessions and as always there
will be a roller-coaster ride
until it is resolved. 
If things are going well, I like

to listen to music—Radiohead,
David Bowie, Bob Dylan, Beth

Orton, Joni Mitchell, Tom
Waits—but if I’m in my chair,
looking and analysing, I need
silence. The painting is done
when it has been tested and all
the ideas explored, when every
mark belongs and I believe in
every square millimetre. The
end is exciting and short-
lived… then you have to get up
and do it all again. During a
late-night session, it’s not
unknown for me to fall asleep
in my chair (there is usually a
glass of wine on hand)
dreaming of new colours, 
a new studio and a return to
New York... �98

Turn to page 48 for a chance
to win a five-day painting
holiday with Ashley

Biography
Ashley Hanson studied
architecture before his
degree in fine art at
Canterbury College of
Art. He moved from
London to Cornwall in
2005 to focus on coastal
landscapes, and has
travelled widely in the
US, which also
influences his work. He
is a visiting lecturer at
Canterbury Christchurch
University, Kent, and runs workshops and
painting holidays in Cornwall. See
www.ashleyhanson.co.uk.
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Focus on: Ashley Hanson’s 
Porthleven 10

“Of the eighteen paintings in the Porthleven series, I think this is my
favourite – it epitomises what my work is about. A large shape – the
harbour – is the focus of the painting, and the colour pulsates. Everything
seems perfectly balanced: information/imagination, the curved and the
linear elements, the relationship between drawing/image and the flat
painters’ space and above all the balance between freedom and control.”

oil on canvas, 60x50cm

A multitude of reds flood the painting:
English red dominates the right hand side. I
could not have made this painting – or any
of my paintings – without seeing Matisse,
and in particular The Red Studio. In the red

space, the clocktower had to be green, a
colour I fought for. A dozen greens were

poured, scraped and smeared until I found
the right one.

The lines on the harbour wall were made
by dripping paint onto an angled canvas.
I love the tension of the held paint: drips
that defy gravity.

Patches of blue crown the vertical and
break up the reds; their size and
proportions are crucial to the whole. 
A long, almost-horizontal splash cuts 
the space.

A piece of history: this
crane no longer exists. The
painting wouldn’t work
without it. There is a link
and a play between the
triangles of the crane and
the wall below, and the
triangles of the steps on the
quayside opposite. 

With the multiple viewpoints, from the air and from all sides,
there is “wrongness” and contradiction all over the painting,
creating intrigue and form and forcing attention. Like many

of my paintings, its top was established late on: this quayside
is evidence of when the right hand side was the top. At one

stage, the quay was lined with houses but they were painted
over to draw attention to the harbour structure.
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To keep your outdoor work and painting
holidays simple and stress free, choose
products that are easily portable and

compact, but still cover your basic needs
while away from your studio. GreatArt has
recommended a range of products to help
with your selection with even more options
on its website.

Bamboo Trolley Easel
A workstation and storage compartment in one!
It folds down to a small suitcase size with a carry
handle, and a trolley function for easy transport.
When unfolded the easel has a maximum height
of 87cm.

Winsor & Newton Watercolour Sets

Watercolours make it easy to have a complete
palette of colours available in a very compact size.
For artists’ quality, select either the Winsor &
Newton Black Box, with 12 half pans and a
removable palette, or the Field Box Set (pictured),
which fits everything you need in your pocket
with 12 half pans, a small brush, sponge and water
container. For a comprehensive student quality
palette we suggest the Winsor & Newton Cotman
Compact Set, including 14 half pans, a brush, and
pull-out palette with a thumb hole.

I Love Art Storage 
Boxes and Brush Cases
Simple and affordable storage
solutions from I Love Art start 
at £2.95 for a 14 compartment,
zip-closure brush case.

Prop-Up Drawing Board

This board is ideal for outdoor work as the
adjustable legs provide a stable surface to work
on even when sitting on the floor. The legs
extend to 71cm with a board surface of 50x70cm
and it includes a handy shoulder strap.

Gerstaecker Wet Paint Palettes
The flexible grey lid on these palettes means
they can be used to transport paint to and fro
your studio and keep it fresh. The two sizes can
also be integrated and slot together to create a
custom-size palette.

Derwent Metal Box Sets
These simple sketch sets in five different
variations help you capture a subject quickly in
your chosen medium. Each set includes six
pencils and a sharpener.

Da Vinci Maestro 
Voyage Series Brushes
Designed with the outdoor artists in mind, each
brush is retractable so that the bristles are
protected within the metal handle during
transport. They are made with Siberian Kolinsky
Red Sable Hair in four sizes.

Derwent Collapsible 
Water Container
This simple but effective container is made of
plastic and folds almost flat when empty. �

For these items, plus a full range of products
perfect for your outdoor work, please visit
www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

Your portable studio

Bamboo
Trolley Easel

Da Vinci
Maestro 
Voyage
Series
Brushes

GreatArt rounds up useful products for your painting holidays

Gerstaecker
Wet Paint
Palettes
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Iknew I wanted to be an artist when my
mother handed me my first box of crayons
decades ago. In high school I took as many

art classes as they offered and graduated with
a scholarship to the Chicago Academy of Fine
Art, where I majored in illustration and
graphic design. After school, I worked as a
magazine art director, packaging designer for
the original Star Wars toys, and creative
director doing print and commercial TV
work. Back then there were no computers, so
layouts and storyboards were all on paper

with ink and markers. Selling my ideas was
paramount and my artwork was my greatest
tool. During those busy years I would always
find time to draw and paint personal work as
well. I loved oils, pastels and black
Prismacolor pencils.
In 2009, I saw work posted by Stéphane
Kardos, an art director at Disney, that he had
“painted” on his new iPhone. Although I didn’t
know him, I wrote him a note asking how hard it
was to do, and 10 minutes later he wrote back
and said, get one now and get to work. 

Digital: it’s time to try
art’s newest medium

A background of using traditional art materials led to
Susan Murtaugh’s enduring love of painting with an iPad
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I bought an iPod Touch and
the rest is history. In those
early days there was only one
art app, Brushes, which I used
daily to perfect my digital
skills. Soon there were many
art applications (apps) to
choose from, some for
children, some geared toward
the professional. I have pretty
much tried them all and don’t
mind buying ones to support
the art developer community.
For the aspiring digital artist I
recommend SketchBook Pro
(my app of choice), Procreate,
ArtRage, Sketch Club, Paper 
by FiftyThree, SketchBook Ink
and Adobe Ideas. There are
many more but I feel these 
are the best to whet your
creative appetite. 

First iPad
On 3 April 2010, my first iPad
was delivered and my world
changed forever. Painting on
the iPod Touch was fun but it is

small, and this new iPad with
more screen real estate made
creating a sheer joy. I love my
iPad: I’m a long time Apple
user so this device is natural to
me. My favourite app,
SketchBook Pro, is available for
all devices, not just the iPad,
and there’s a free version to get
you started. 
Since I started sketching
digitally, I’ve found I don’t use
traditional paper anymore. The
days of scanning in sketches
are long gone. With helper apps
like Dropbox and the Cloud it’s
easy to move your work around
to desktop, other mobile
devices and upload to Flickr,
Facebook and blogs. There’s an
ever expanding art community
to help newcomers and I
embrace my art friends like
close family. 
One of the advantages of
creating digital art is saving
money. Once you have that
slab of joy and a couple of art

apps, you need not spend
another cent. You will 
never run out of cadmium 
red, number 2 pencils, or 
even canvas. And you don’t
need a storage shed for 
unsold work. 
The number one reason I love
my iPad is its portability. I take
it everywhere. I’ve painted in
the dentist’s office and while
getting my car repaired. It’s my
sketchbook and diary while
travelling. The iPad’s camera is
pretty darn good too and
making collage and postcards

Susan
Murtaugh,
Green
Cabin, Half
Mile South,
digital
painting

“I have even put
my iPad on an
easel and painted
outdoors”
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to send to friends is fantastic. 
I have even put my iPad on a
n easel and painted outdoors.
That can be a challenge
because of the glare of
sunlight, but there are 
matte screen protectors 
and umbrellas to help
overcome this. 

Choosing a stylus
Most artists use their fingers to
draw on screen. I have suffered
some nerve damage and find it
much easier to use a stylus.
Styli have evolved over the past
couple of years; there are
hundreds available now, both
cheap and expensive. I’ve tried
them all. There are rubber
tipped ones: Wacom and Ten
One Design make the best.
They can wear out as the
rubber loses its capacitive
response, so invest in one that
has replaceable tips. 
Far longer lasting are micro
knit (fabric) ones. The best is
also one of the cheapest: a pack
of two New Trent Arcadia
“Clickpen” styli can be bought
for less than £10. For those who
prefer brush-like styli, there is
the gorgeous Sensu stylus, with
beautiful bristles with a cap

that has a rubber tip as well. My
current favourite is a disk-
tipped one made by Adonit: the
Jot Pro. And for those with later
version iPads, there is the Jot
Touch that brings true pressure
sensitivity to the iPad (pressure
sensitivity only currently works
with iPad Mini and iPads 3 and
4). Ten One Design also has a
very good one, the Pogo
Connect, with a replaceable
rubber tip. These are pricy
babies but well worth the
investment if you like to control
line weight and opacity with
pressure, as you would using
traditional pencil and paper. 

Using layers
Another distinct advantage to
working digitally is layers. I
find new adoptees are
intimidated by the concept but
once you start using them your

Susan
Murtaugh,
Outpouring,
digital
painting

Biography
Susan Murtaugh
graduated from the
Chicago Academy of
Fine Art in illustration
and graphic design,
and worked as an art
director and packaging
designer before taking
up the iPad in 2010,
since when she has

focused on working digitally. She lives on Lake
Michigan, Wisconsin. See her Flickr site at
www.flickr.com/photos/suzi54241
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brain adapts and they set you
free to do more creative things
and take risks you might not
normally attempt. Think of
layers as tracing paper: you can
sketch on the top layer and
make a new layer under to start
blocking in colour. They can be
moved around easily. 
You can also control the
opacity of the layers and one of
my favorite things is “locking”
layer transparency. Say you
have a sketch done in black
pen, lock the layer (usually by
clicking a button in the app),
select a large paintbrush and a
new colour and quickly scrub
over it, and only your original
sketch line will be changed,
with no new colour “outside
the lines”. Or block in an apple,
lock the layer and add highlight
and shadow areas easily. I use
this feature all the time. 
Other advantages of working
digitally include the “undo”
option, and not having to clean
up after painting, other than
wiping fingerprints off glass.
And one cannot zoom in on
traditional paper or canvas. It is
easy to navigate on tablets, two
fingers tap, then spread to zoom
in on an eye in a portrait and get
the coloured lines just perfect.
Once you take the time to learn
the hand gestures of your device
and apps, the process becomes
more natural and streamlined. 
I create all kinds of art on my
iPad including portraits and still
lives, although this article
focuses on my landscape work. I
often work directly from life.
When doing portraits, however,

Susan Murtaugh, Six O'Clock, digital painting�106

Susan Murtaugh, Big Blue,
digital painting:
A blue heron, which I often
see out fishing as I walk along
the beach
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Focus on: Susan Murtaugh’s 
Botanical Garden

“This was done using SketchBook Pro on an iPad with an Adonit Jot
Touch stylus at Green Bay Botanical Garden, a favourite place of mine
because there is so much there to paint”

digital painting

To lighten the sky as it edges towards the
horizon I made a new layer above the blue
sky and below the landscape, using the

same colour blue, with the cloud brush at
50% opacity. I changed the layer mode to

“screen”, which lightens the value
slightly. I then merge the two layers. The
same result can be achieved by using a

transparent airbrush set to white.

Making marks become
convincing flowers and
leaves. Spirited strokes help
give the landscape rhythm 
and balance. Vary the colours
a bit to trick the viewer to
believing they are real.

I am using a pressure sensitive stylus, with
my brush tool set from 1.0 to 3.0 width

variance and 0.10 to 0.50 opacity. I almost
always use the “hard” setting for my

brushes. It takes some practice to perfect
pressure sensitivity, but once you have

learnt it, there is no going back to a plain old
stylus with fixed weight and transparency. 
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The SketchBook Pro app has a brush that
when used with about 50% transparency
can be a quick solution for clouds. (It is
brush page 4, centre of the top row.)

The foreground grass is created from
simple broad stokes of transparent colour
over the predominant solid. This adds
interest and a little light reflection. I like
“mixing” simple areas with complicated,
to create rhythm and balance.

Trees have always been hard for me. In lush
summer I like to work from the outside in,
creating outer leaves first, usually lighter
colour of course, then dropping a new layers
below to fill in mid-tones, then a layer below
that for deep shadow. When I am convinced
it looks like a tree, I will merge the three
layers. I use this process throughout the
building of the work. This size canvas only
gives me six layers to work with, so I’m
constantly making them, and then merging.
Once I am happy with everything, I will
make a last new layer on the top to do the
final blending and tweaking. 
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I usually use photographs as
reference, and can have more
than one device at hand so I
have photos showing on my
iPad Mini while painting on the
larger screen or visa versa. In
the studio I display photos on 
my iMac, with the iPad on a
small adjustable table right
below it. 
Once I finish a piece, I back it
up to my home computer and
post to Flickr. I have an Epson
large format printer to make
archival prints for my gallery.
There are great printing
services out there to put your

creations on almost any
substrate. I particularly like
bamboo, canvas and
aluminium. Others are experi-
menting with glass and
Plexiglass. It’s also easy to have
books of your favorite
paintings printed and posted to
your home in a matter of days.

App mashing
Most of the digital artists I
know are proficient in many
art apps. In fact, they often
engage in “app mashing”, a
process of moving one piece of
art through many apps to

achieve different results.
Grungy looking pictures are all
the rage these days and
painting in the scratches and
muck can be a time consuming
affair. But never fear, there’s
an app — in fact 20, probably
— for that. There are also apps
to make your work into comic
books, posters, postcards and
greeting cards. 
For instance, I’ll often do a
painting in SketchBook Pro and
take it to ArtRage to add real
canvas lighting and brushstroke
simulation. I can control every
streak. If I need a beautiful
colour gradient background, I
will set it up in InkPad and copy
it, then paste it back in
SketchBook Pro. Of course,
there are apps that can draw
and paint automatically for you
— you just push the button, and
there it is. Those are not my
style, but for some artists they
trigger the imagination and
help with a starting point for 
an original piece. 
I hope you’ll consider 
your smart phone or tablet 
as another way to express
yourself artistically. It 

sure is fun. �

The Leonard Ebrush
Digital painting offers the convenience of artistic
expression on the go, without preparation or clean up and
the added bonus of being able to take a step back when
you make a mistake. The technique is ever increasing in
popularity with exhibitions featuring outstanding works
created on a tablet, but working with your finger or pen
can sometimes mean the experience of creating digital
images does not truly feel like painting. With its interna-
tionally patented design, the Leonard Ebrush is the

missing piece that brings the contemporary and traditional methods together. 
Its conductible bristles mean it is compatible with iPhones, iPads and other smartphones and

tablets, and can be used with popular drawing and painting apps available from Android Market
and AppStore. A pleasure to use, this brush recreates the tactile sensation of traditional painting
when working digitally.
Available at www.greatart.co.uk/discover-art 

GreatArt recommends...

Susan
Murtaugh,
Red Shed,
digital
painting
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ART from
IMAGINATION
with Nicola Slattery
On a weekend art course with Nicola Slattery
imagination is at the core. Technical skills are
taught in a way that enhances the enjoyment
and freedom of your artistic expression.

Nicola offers five weekend courses between
April and October in 2014 focused on painting
with acrylics and printmaking. The Norfolk
venue has many pleasant nearby places to
stay so you can enjoy a lovely weekend break.
Beginners are just as welcome as those 
wishing to build upon existing ability.

Tel: 01986 788 853
email:artpeople@btopenworld.com
web: www.nicolaslattery.com

The next major exhibition of 
paintings and prints by 
Nicola Slattery is at: 

Mandell’s Gallery, Elm Hill, Norwich. 

5-26 April 2014

The Open College
of the Arts (OCA)
is an educational

charity that offers
degrees in art and
design. OCA degrees are
about a third of the
price of studying at a traditional university
and are validated by the University for the
Creative Arts (UCA), and are approved for
Student Finance funding.

Michael Young, Lord Young of Dartington,
founded the OCA. He was also the driving 
force behind citizen-centred and distance
learning initiatives such as the Consumers’
Association, the National Extension College 
and the Open University.

Young’s original vision was to offer the general
public the chance to take high quality arts courses
by distance learning, without prior qualifications
or restrictions. He saw the OCA as a means of
transforming people’s lives, giving them the
opportunity and skills to express their creative
talents under the guidance of professional artists. 

By choosing to study with OCA you can study
part time, from home and at your own pace. 
You can either study courses to build up credits
to gain a BA (Hons) degree, or just choose to
study individual courses for personal or 
professional development.  

One student studying drawing with the OCA
said: “The OCA is fantastic at providing
dedicated support from enthusiastic tutors.
Course materials enable inexperienced students
to build their core skills gradually at the same
time as enabling those with more creative
experience to work towards developing their
own personal voice. I am proud to say that I
study with OCA.”

To find out more go to oca-uk.com, or for more
information email enquiries@oca-uk.com. �

The art of
education
Tell me and I’ll forget; show me and
I may remember; involve me and I’ll
understand. Chinese proverb
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We have all heard about young
musicians who get discovered
through YouTube clips of them

singing songs in their bedroom – and how
social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, 
are taking over the world. But what does this
actually mean for artists? How can it help us?
This article explains social media and social
networks, and the different forms of social
media, and how they work best for artists.
People of all ages use social media now:

whatever your technological experience, start
using it and you may discover a lot of your current
contacts in the art world are already using social
media to make connections and display and
market art.

What are social media?
Social media are the tools and webware we use to
participate in social networking online, using a
computer, iPad or tablet or smartphone, for
social, educational and business purposes. They
allow us to converse with people without being in
the same room – or online at the same time. Your
online social network as an artist is the same as
the one you have in real life if your contacts are
also online. More people are now online and
using social media because of what it offers in
terms of improving communication with friends
and families. An artist’s social network could
include other artists, galleries, art societies,
museums, art materials suppliers and framers,
for instance.

Social media – the hardware
Current trends suggest that people now use
desktop computers less and mobile devices
more. Also, there is increased usage of mobile
devices for buying online. It’s time to think
about how best to display and sell art via 
mobile devices (tablets, iPads, smartphones)
and social media.

Webware and apps
Most social media – such as Facebook and Twitter
– work on the basis of webware. This is either web-
based software – you go online to access it – or a
small web application, or app, designed to be
installed to run on a tablet or smartphone. These
can be downloaded easily from app stores such as
iTunes or the Android app store on Google Play. All
you then need to do to access it is register, choose
a username and a password (make sure you keep a
note of them) and then log in and get started.

Websites for artists
It is now very common for artists to have websites
if they are actively marketing their art or entering
art competitions and open exhibitions. However,
many websites are old and have a fixed width that
doesn’t work so well with small mobile devices
used for browsing. You may well need to upgrade
to get a more contemporary look and enable 
your website to be seen better and function 
when viewed via a mobile device. Here are a few
tips about what makes for an efficient and
effective website. �110

How social media can
help the artist
Many artists have discovered the value of using
social media to raise the profile of their work.
Katherine Tyrrell, renowned for her Making a Mark
art blog, provides an overview of how to use some
of the variety of options for getting your work
seen – and maybe sold

My blog -
Making a
Mark – in
smartphone
mode
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What makes an effective
artist website?
• Simple structure for navigation

that works on a mobile device
• Uncomplicated design so the

website loads quickly in
different browsers

• Mobile compatible, so the design
resizes automatically for
different sized screens

• Gallery display and ecommerce
options included or available as
an add on 

• Easy for somebody with basic
skills to update

Which social 
media does what
Most social media options for
getting your art on the internet
use some form of webware.
They all promote interaction,
but in different ways. Common
blog webware used by artists to
publish text and multimedia
include Blogger (free),
Wordpress (which has free and
paid versions) and Tumblr
(short-form blog only). 
Sites that focus on networking,

for instance, Facebook, Google+
or Twitter, also allow the
publication of multimedia.
Image-oriented sites, such as
YouTube, Flickr and Pinterest,
emphasise sharing and
commenting on images.

Blogging for artists
A blog is like a journal. You

create posts about a topic, like a
news article. Posts can be short
and simple (“here’s my new
painting”) or long and complex
(“here’s the story of how I
created my new fine art print”).
The webware allows you to post
and publish text, images, videos
and links to websites from
wherever you are via your
phone, tablet, browser or email.
Think of a blog as a virtual

private view. People have the
opportunity to learn about you
and what you do. You have the
chance to exhibit your art and
make a connection and speak
with people who are interested
in it – including art collectors.
On your blog you can say as
much or as little as you like.  You
can let people comment, and
moderate those comments
before publication if you choose.  
Blogger and Wordpress allow

you to include Pages for static
text and images, and some artists
now use their blog webware to
deliver their website as well as a
blog. (Tumblr’s short-form works
more like Twitter.)

Artists use blogs to:
• Publish new paintings – for

display or sale
• Channel collector interest to art

for sale, such as via links to
online auctions or sale sites

• Invite interested people to
exhibitions or open studios

• Profile different art practices, 
eg “how to…” / step by step
demos of their work

• Announce workshops – and
provide feedback from workshops

• Share information with other
artists

• Promote groups or art events
through group blogs

The advantages of blogs
• There is no need to wait for a

gallery or an exhibition to show
off your new work

• Google loves blogs as they create
fresh content all the time

• Most blogs are compatible with
mobile devices so they are easy
to read

• Webware is cheaper and easier
to use than many websites – and
somebody else sorts out the
techie bits

Their disadvantages
• Blogs work best for people who

use them on a regular basis
• People don’t just arrive at your

blog – you have to work at
building an audience. This can be
done by visiting and commenting
on other blogs �112

Blogs can be
written by
groups of
artists, such
as this one
about a
painting trip
to Provence 

The Botanical Artists Facebook Group has 581
members (seen here on my Facebook account)
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SALT OF THE EARTH
E: info@salt-of-the-earth.biz
W: www.salt-of-the-earth.biz
T: 01747 852221
Giclée fine art printers accredited by the Fine Art
Trade Guild. Finest quality prints and great service.
Talk to the experts today.

CHURCH STREET WORKSHOPS
E: lesleymcshea@googlemail.com
W: www.lesleymcshea.com
T: 020 7241 3676
Small private pottery / ceramic classes for adults in
the studio of a professional potter.

MATTHEW GRAYSON FINE ARTS
E: enquiry@mgfa.co.uk 
W: www.mgfa.co.uk
T: 07766 166610
High quality signed and numbered limited edition fine
art prints (runs of 25 to 250). Includes a certificate of
authenticity and available – unmounted, mounted or
framed.

CLASSIFIED ADS

PRINTING

ART COURSES

FINE ART PRINTS

This vibrant, informative, educational service is now available every month.
Whether you are just starting out, or you have reached a brick wall in your research, 

this service will help and inspire you on your family history journey. 
Receive guidance from experts and tips on the best sources for records, explore 

connections around the world and bring your ancestors’ lives to life.

To subscribe, simply visit www.discoveryourancestors.co.uk

“Discover Your Ancestors Periodical 
– a new monthly digital magazine is now available 

for but twenty shillings!”

“Just listen to this,” he said,
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Facebook for artists
Using Facebook requires you to
open an account using your real
name. Use this for private and/or
personal matters: for instance, a
leisure artist will use it to upload
their art to show their friends
and family. However, if you 
sell art you should create a
Facebook Page (FP), which is
always public and intended for
more formal or business oriented
activities. Google+ is very similar
to Facebook.

How artists use Facebook
and Google+
• As a personal account – to

communicate with friends and
fellow artists

• To link groups of artists 
with a specific interest, 
such as botanical artists or
urban sketchers

• To create a Facebook Page,
which is the marketing,
business, public end of
Facebook, and used, for
instance, by galleries to
announce exhibitions and show

off art, and art societies to
highlight exhibitions,
workshops and outings

The advantages 
of Facebook
• You can be as private or as

public as you want 
• Facebook loves images
• There are many specialist art

groups on Facebook
• There is the potential to create

huge traffic to another site
selling your art

The disadvantages
• No nudity is allowed on

Facebook – not even if 
it is artistic

• Facebook changes how it 
works rather too often

• Check your settings carefully 
so you only share what you 
want to share

Twitter for artists
Twitter works like a text
message limited to 140
characters including short forms
of html links to websites. Use it
to communicate with people
who access Twitter – where
everybody can read it. You must
open an account with a unique
username to use it – mine
is twitter.com/makingamark2.

How artists use Twitter
• For short announcements, 

such as when you have new
work for sale

• To follow artists you like
• To publish photos, such as in a

workshop or at exhibitions
• To announce, automatically,

new blog posts
• To share interesting art-related

websites 
• To converse with prospective

clients and other artists

Image sites for artists
Some social media sites
emphasise images, with social
interaction focused on the image
rather than any associated text.
Examples of these include Flickr
and Pinterest. 

How artists use image sites
• To share images of artwork 
• Flickr is an image source for blogs
• To join groups of likeminded

people, for instance, 
sketchbook groups

• To archive artwork – they can be
organised in sets or galleries

The advantages of 
image sites
• They attract people who like

looking at pictures
• There is the potential for lots of

traffic to your account

The disadvantages
• Your art may be shared or used

on websites you don’t know
about with no attribution to you
as creator

• Your art may be downloaded
without you knowing about it. �

My Making 
a Mark

Twitter
account

Biography
Writer and artist Katherine Tyrrell’s 
popular art blog “Making a Mark”
(makingamark.blogspot.co.uk) has fans around
the world. She draws plants, flowers and
landscapes and is an avid sketcher of gardens,
art galleries and food. Her sketchbook blog
travelsketch.blogspot.com featured in and was
recommended by the Times

The Making a Mark Flickr account – for images used on blogs
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As well as providing its customers
with a choice of over 50,000 art
materials to select their essential

products from, GreatArt also offers an
online magazine full of resources for artists.
At magazine.greatart. co.uk artists can find

feature articles about manufacturers and
brands to aid them in making product
selections from the GreatArt range, and
practical tips, video demonstrations and
information to help them get the most out of
the materials they purchase. Not sure which
shade of white you should be purchasing for
your oil colours, or want to see how the Belton
Premium Acrylic sprays handle before you try
them? The online magazine resources are
there to answer your questions, with an
interactive comments function to help 
you talk to us and other artists in the 
GreatArt community.
The GreatArt online magazine is also there

to help you promote and find events and art
clubs in your local area. If you are looking to
advertise your art event to potential visitors,
‘call for entries’ for a competition or
exhibition, or want to encourage new
members to join your art club or society, 
email magazine@greatart.co.uk with the
details and it will be included in the Art Clubs
and Events pages. You can even provide an
image or logo to accompany your website link
and information. This tool is also helpful if you
are looking to join an art group or find studio
space in your local area and want to find out
how to get in touch.
In the Events pages you’ll also find out

where you can visit GreatArt sponsored events
or exhibitions, or meet the GreatArt team at
one of their stands.
The GreatArt online magazine is a useful

tool and one of the many benefits that
GreatArt provides for its customers. �

magazine.greatart.co.uk

The GreatArt online
magazine An essential online resource on

products and techniques

Top: the
online
magazine
home page.
Left: in
depth
information
about
products.
Below:
events and
art club
listings 
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It all started in 1986 when I
was handed a few large
pots of acrylic animation

cell paint by a friend of mine.
He said: “Have a go with these,
they’re amazing!” At the time
I was running an illustration
studio in north London for
publishing and advertising
clients. However, I was also
still producing artwork
because of the demand for my
work. My illustration work
was mostly produced in
gouache and involved a great
deal of airbrush work. 
Bearing in mind I had only

ever used tube acrylics once
before, I didn’t really like the
results as I couldn’t control it. I
was sceptical of this strange
liquid paint in large industrial
pots, but I thought why not give
it a go? To my amazement the
paint was so easy to use I didn’t
have any problems at all. It was
such a joy to use I ended up
painting all night and into the
next morning.

A new era had started for me
because of the Chromacolour
Animation cell paint. It was also
at the same time as my venture
into fine art. I kept in frequent
contact with the owners of
Chromacolour, as I was
constantly being asked at
exhibitions and demonstra-
tions, “where did you get those
paints from?” The owners
informed me that because of
my efforts in demonstrating the
paint and the frequent
enquiries they received as a
direct result, perhaps they
should consider making an 
artists’ paint. 
On our first meeting they

asked me: “What do you want
this paint to do?” I said,
“EVERYTHING!” They said: 
“It’s so versatile, I’m sure we
can refine it to do lots of
different tasks.” So the boys 
set to work on improving and
refining the animation paint.
Lots of samples were sent to me
for testing and to report back
on. It was an interesting and
sometimes frustrating time as
some colours were very difficult
to perfect. However, they
persevered and finally
produced a range of 80 colours,
which are still available today.
Chroma Artist’s Colours (as

they were known then) were
launched in 1992 and were
available through mail order,
direct from the company. 
Chromacolour and I had to
extensively promote the new
range of acrylic paints to the
leisure painting industry

alongside the professional and
commercial art world. We told
the whole art world what the
paint could do. It is permanent
when dry, but can be used in a
watercolour style, as a gouache
or diluted to an ink consistency
and used through an airbrush.
The tube paint could also be
used as an impasto or used in
the traditional way. A truly
remarkable new medium!
The modern Chromacolour

Artist’s Colour (as it is known
now), is even more refined with
the use of the latest technology
for manufacturing acrylic
paints. Once again I had an
extensive hand in the reformu-
lating of the paints using the
finest new materials, and
product tested every colour in

the range. �

History in the making
Chris Christoforou describes the turning point in his artistic career
that led to the development of Chromacolour Artist’s Colour
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Welsh Farm Buildings 1993: This little
painting was produced in a line & wash
technique. Chroma Artist’s Colours were used
as an ink in the line work and then as a
watercolour wash for the colour work.

Melting Taps 1986: The very
first Chromacolour animation
cell paint artwork I produced.
This was a commercial piece
for Godwins, a plumber’s
merchant company.
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A Revolution in Art
ChromaColour Artist Paints are manufactured in the UK 

using the original ChromaColour formula

Rich in pigment, vibrant in colour making them versatile

Can be used as a Wash, Ink, Watercolour, Acrylic, Gouache and Impasto:
amazing versatility out of the same pot or tube

www.chromacolour.co.uk
Tel: 020 8664 8000

sales@chromacolour.co.uk

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR 
DISCOVER ART READERS:

FREE UK Delivery on orders over £20

Save 10% – use the code DA1 at our website

Spend over £35.00 and get a FREE Instructional 
Video or DVD: A Revolution in Art (please state preference)
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THE UK S LARGEST RANGE
OF ART MATERIALS

50,000+ 
ART

SUPPLIES

GreatArt
Price&Choice

1,000+ 
canvases

100+
easels

5,000+
colours

in paints

250+
brush ranges

3,000+
papers

1,200+ 
markers

500+
frames

EVEN MORE
online at

www.greatart.co.uk No. 1 Online Art Materials Supplier
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